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Introduction 
The constantly growing demand of the well-dressed devices for an advanced 
civilized society has revitalized our curiosity for magnetism and has generated a stipulate 
to combine the different aspects of magnetic and electrical properties of materials. Over 
the last few years there has been insurgence in the research field of oxide materials, 
demonstrating miscellaneous behaviors such as dielectric, ferroelectric, magnetic and 
multiferroic properties. Many of our modern technological devices spread on such 
materials; these include memory devices, functional sensors, electrical power generator, 
transformers, electric motors, television, telephone, computers and components for sound 
and video reproduction systems etc. The momentum in the research is attributed to the 
multifunctional properties of these materials, which have prosperity to enrich the present 
technology. These properties appear from the coupled action of charge as well as spin 
character of electrons, providing a coalition of electrical and magnetic properties in the 
same material. The recent developments in the characterization techniques and the 
materials processing techniques have provided the thrust to broaden domain of materials 
functionality. One of the novel field emerging, because of the ever growing demand from 
the contemporary industries for smart materials possessing all round performances, are the 
multiferroic materials occurring as a result of coupling among elasticity, charge and spin 
degree of freedoms. There are certain specific advantages of multiferroics over other 
oxides emanating from the coupling between the magnetic and dielectric properties 
because of the spin lattice coupling, which can only be harnessed if the corresponding 
devices can be realized in practice. 
Aim of present work and thesis outlines 
There are two main aims of the present thesis: (i) to develop new multiferroic 
materials and (ii) upgrade electrical and magnetic properties of the host matrix (Mg-Mn 
ferrite) by the substitution,of the tetravalent (3d0) transition cation and swift heavy ion 
irradiation. 
It is well known that the substitution of the tetravalent cations in the ferrite matrix 
upgrades their structural, electrical and magnetic properties, particularly 3d0 configuration 
plays an important role in the foundation of non centro-symmetry which is basic condition 
for introducing ferroelectricity in the material. So, it is interesting to study that the doping 
effect of Ti4+, which may introduce ferroelectricity in the Mg-Mn ferrites which are 
already ferrimagnetic at room temperature. Effect of the doping of Ti4+ has been studied in 
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the context of the structural, electrical, electronic structure and magnetic properties of 
Mgo.95Mn0.o5Fe204 ferrites. 
The interest in the swift heavy ion (SHI) irradiation on these materials is because 
of the fact that SHI irradiation is well known technique for the structuring the surface of 
the films and modification in their structural, electrical and magnetic properties. It is 
known that magnetic property of the ferrite materials depends on the superexchange 
interactions, which are highly sensitive to any disorder in the ferrite materials. SHI has 
been proved a good source to produce a wide variety of defects, known to create structural 
strain and disorder in oxide materials responsible to modify their physical properties. 
Bulk samples of basic composition Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2X04±g (0 < x < 0.5) were 
synthesized using conventional solid-state reaction technique; whereas the polycrystalline 
thin films of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 at different substrates have been grown using Pulsed Laser 
Deposition (PLD) technique. The structural, electrical, electronic structure and magnetic 
characterization of the prepared bulk materials have been performed using different 
techniques such as X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Near 
Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure Spectroscopy (NEXAFS), Dielectric Spectroscopy, 
Mossbauer Spectroscopy and dc Magnetization measurements. Thin films were 
characterized using X-ray diffraction, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Magnetic Force 
Microscopy (MFM) and dc magnetization. 
The complete thesis has been divided into six chapters. 
Chapter 1 deals with a brief description of the origin of magnetism and definition 
of its subcategories such as; the phenomenon of diamagnetism, paramagnetism, 
ferromagnetism, antiferromagnetism and ferrimagnetism. Apart from all these, ferrites, 
dielectric and ferroelectric materials are also discussed in order to understand a 
phenomenon where both magnetism (ferromagnetism/and antiferromagnetism) and 
ferroelectricity co-exist known as multiferroic materials. 
Chapter 2 covers the necessary theoretical background and experimental details about 
the various techniques related to structural electrical and magnetic properties of the 
systems studied along with an overview about the swift heavy ion (SHI) irradiation such 
as its production and application. This chapter also covers the instrumental setup 
development work carried out during this course of thesis; such as the automated dielectric 
measurement and electric field versus polarization (E-P) measurement setup. 
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Chapter 3 comprises all the experimental results of bulk samples prepared by the 
solid-state reaction technique. The XRD analysis of Mgo.5Mno.osFe2-2XTi2x04 indicates that 
all samples exhibit a single phase nature with structural transition from cubic spinel to 
tetragonal due to Ti substitution. This structural transformation also confirmed from the 
increase in unit cell volume. Because with the substitution of Ti ions, the Fe3+ to Fe2+ 
conversion is taking place to maintain the charge neutrality in the system. The dispersion 
behaviour observed in dielectric constant as a function of frequency has been explained 
according to interfacial polarization as predicted by the Maxwell-Wagner and Koop's 
phenomenological theory. The composition dependent dielectric constant found to 
increase with the increase in the concentration of Ti ions up to 20% (x = 0.2) and has been 
explained in terms of hopping (exchange) of electron between Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions which 
indicates that the polarization in these materials is similar to conduction process in ferrites. 
It is observed that ac and dc conductivities are also increasing with substitution up to x = 
0.2 and after that it decreases systematically. The exponent (s) of power law behaviour of 
ac conductivity (aac =Acos), which refers to the measure of charge correlation, was 
calculated and found to be in the range of 0.5-0.8. The observed peaks in the capacitance 
versus temperature study suggest the ferroelectric transition in these materials. Therefore, 
from this observation of the capacitance behaviour, we can propose that these materials 
exhibit multiferroic property. 
From the Mossbauer studies it has been concluded that the quadrupole interaction 
increases, whereas the magnetic hyperfine interaction decreases with the increase in the 
concentration of the non-magnetic ion (Ti4+). The dc magnetization hysteresis loop study 
reveals that up to 50% substitution, all systems exhibits ferrimagnetic behavior at or above 
room temperature and saturation magnetization decreases with increasing the 
concentration of Ti4+ ions due to the dilution of the B-sublattice by Ti ions. The zero field 
cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetization study also infer that up to 50% doping 
of Ti ions, systems exhibit a ferrimagnetic ordering at room temperature and with further 
increase in Ti ions (at 60%) substitution, ferrimagnetic transition temperature decreases to 
280 K. This decrease in the transition temperature may be attributing to the fact that the 
replacement of antiferromagnetically coupled neighbor with non-magnetic Ti+4 ions will 
lead the dilution of the sub-lattice (the spin reduction) as a result the exchange interactions 
between the magnetic ions get weakened and as a consequence the transition temperature 
decreases. 
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The NEXAFS study clearly indicates that the doping of Ti ions modifies the 
electronic structure of these systems. The O K-edge spectra of pure (x = 0.0) sample 
indicates that low energy features resembles with Fe203 but after the doping of Ti, it is 
clearly seen that the doublet feature of Fe203 has changed to feature like FeO. This infers 
that Fe3+ changes to Fe2+, which is in consistent with transport studies. The Fe K-and L32 
edge spectra also confirmed that with the substitution of Ti4+ ions, Fe3+ is converted into 
Fe2+. The Ti L3;2-edge NEXAFS spectra of the entire compositions split into L3 and L2 
regions due to spin orbit interactions, reflecting transitions of Ti 2p core electrons into Ti 
3d states in the conduction bands. The separations between various observed peaks well 
match with Ti4+ 2p-edge spectra in Oh symmetry calculated by de Groot et al. The 
estimated value of 10 Dq for this entire series is approximately 2.1 eV, which implies that 
the valency of Ti in all composition remains in +4 state. Finally, we can say that the Ti 
substitution induces multiferroic properties in these materials, which are in well agreement 
with our earlier reported results. 
Chapter 4 gives information about the structural and magnetic properties of thin films 
and its comparison with the bulk sample of the same composition. From analysis of the 
XRD pattern of bulk Mg-Mn ferrite, it is observed that all the diffraction peaks represent a 
polycrystalline single phase cubic spinel. All peaks as observed in the bulk sample, are not 
found in the thin films and the intensities of the peaks are also quite different from the 
bulk; for example, (311) is the lowest intensity peak in the thin films, whereas, it is of 
highest intensity peak in the bulk sample. Moreover, from the XRD study, it is observed 
that the film deposited on ITO has smaller grain size than the film deposited on Pt-Si. DC 
magnetization hysteresis loop measurement study shows that the bulk sample of 
Mgo.95Mn0.o5Fe204 and its thin film deposited on platinum coated silicon (Pt-Si) substrate 
shows a well defined hysteresis loop at room which reflects its ferrimagnetic behavior at 
room temperature. However, the film deposited on the indium tin oxide coated glass (ITO) 
substrate does not show any hysteresis (passes through the centre) loop at room 
temperature, which infers its superparamagnetic behavior at room temperature. From the 
analysis of AFM micrograph it is found that film deposited on ITO (R.M.S. roughness 
-0.40 nm) is smoother than that of the film deposited on Pt-Si (R.M.S. roughness -1.27 
nm). The 2D PSD spectra of both the films are almost flat which indicates that the surface 
of the films is featureless. A systematic decrease in the corresponding root mean square 
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(R. M. S.) phase shift as a function of tip lift height indicates that these thin films having a 
good magnetic structure which is further supported by the magnetization data. 
Chapter 5 is all about the irradiation studies on the thin films using 200 MeVAgI5+ 
ions. This chapter also includes the comparative studies on the unirradiated and irradiated 
films deposited at different substrate. The thin films of Mgo.95Mtio.o5Fe204 deposited at 
various substrates were irradiated using 200 MeV Ag15+ ion beam. From the x-ray 
diffraction analysis, It has been found that the film deposited on Pt-Si exhibit single phase 
cubic spinel structure before and after the irradiation with lattice constant a = 8.23A. In 
addition, after irradiation intensity of peaks increases and is maximum at a fluence value 
lxlO11 ions/cm2 and after this fluence intensity of peaks decreases due to SHI irradiation 
induced defects. However, Mg-Mn ferrite thin films grown on ITO, shows that after SHI 
irradiation grain size decreases, which may be due to stress-induced grain fragmentation. 
From the analysis of the AFM micrograph of the film deposited on Pt-Si, it is found 
that as the film is irradiated at fluence (<D) lxlO11 ions/cm2, surface morphology is 
dominated by structure (these structures are like pillars). From the size distribution of the 
magnetic pillars calculated from the AFM micrograph, it is found that at fluence lxlO11 
ions/cm2, these pillars have two types of size distribution -63 nm and 129 nm. As the 
fluence increases to 5xlOn ions/cm2, the size of the pillars increases in both lateral and 
vertical directions and at lxlO12 ions/cm2, size of the pillars decreases laterally whereas 
height (vertically) increases and the density of the pillars also decreases. The value of the 
rms surface roughness is also been found to increase from 1.27 to 8.95 nm with the 
fluence values. 2D PSD spectra calculated from AFM micrograph indicate that film 
irradiated with 200 MeV Ag15+exhibits peaks, indicating that the surface of the films is 
dominant by the structures. From the PSD spectra it can be seen that intensity of plateau 
height (w) increases as the fluence value increases, which is compliment to the of the 
increase of the height of pillars and roughness of the film. The observed value of the 
roughness exponent (a) and growth exponents (/?) indicate that the capillary forces and the 
surface diffusion are dominant mechanisms to produce the structure after the irradiation. 
From the analysis of the AFM micrograph of the film deposited on ITO, it is observed 
that the rms surface roughness decreases with increase in ion fluence. The decrease in the 
rms roughness value clearly indicates that a film deposited on ITO has become smoother 
after the irradiation. 
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From dc magnetization hysteresis loop study, it is observed that the film deposited on 
Pt-Si exhibits a ferrimagnetic ordering at room temperature and the saturation 
magnetization increases with fluence value up to 5x1011 ions/cm2 due to grain growth and 
increase in crystallinity of the film (i.e., the system gets more ordered). However, with 
further increase in fluence value, the magnetization decreases, but this value is still larger 
than that of as-deposited film. This decrease in the saturation magnetization after an 
optimum fluence 5x 1011 ions/cm2 may be due to the following reasons: (i) decrease in the 
size of magnetic pillars and (ii) redistribution of cations among the sub-lattices. 
The film deposited on ITO exhibits a superparamagnetic behavior before and after 
the irradiation at room temperature due to its nano-crystalline behavior. However, it has 
been observed that after irradiation, the magnetization decreases with irradiation fluence, 
which may be due to the redistribution of cations and decrease in the grain size caused by 
SHI irradiation. From the magnetization (M) versus temperature (T) curves, it is observed 
that after irradiation blocking temperature decreases systematically with increase in 
fluence value, and reaches to a value 200 K at the highest fluence (1*1012 ions/cm2). This 
may be due to the reduction in grain size after irradiation as observed in the x-ray studies. 
From the MFM images of the film deposited on Pt-Si, it is observed that film 
irradiated at fluence 5x10 ions/cm shows a maximum magnetic contrast, which is in 
good agreement with magnetization data. Moreover, the domain seems to be oriented 
along some particular direction. On the contrary, with further increase in fluence, the 
magnetic contrast decreases. From the analysis of MFM data of the film, deposited on 
ITO, it is observed that phase-shift increases from 0.14° (for as-deposited thin film) to 
0.42° (for irradiated film with fluence value of 1 xlO11 ions/cm2), which indicates that the 
magnetic signal increases with irradiation and with further increase in the fluence value to 
5 xlO11 ions/cm2, its value found to decrease systematically and attains a value of 0.11° at 
highest fluence. 
Finally, chapter 6 presents an overview of the results concluded from all previous 
chapters and scope of future work on the studied materials. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This chapter presents a brief description of the origin of magnetism And 
definition of Its subcategories such as; the phenomenon of 
diet magnetism,, paramagnetism, ferromagnetlsm, antlferromagnetlsm 
and f?rrlmagnetlsm. Apart from, all these, ferrites., dielectric av^d 
•ferroelectric materials are also discussed In order to understand a 
phenomenon where both magnetism (ferromagnetlsm/and 
antlferromagnetlsm) and ferroelectrlclty co-exist known as multlferrolc 
materials. 
c\> 
1 
\\Atroductio\A Chapter ± 
1.1 General Introduction 
The growing urge for the elegant devices for an advanced civilized society has 
rejuvenated our curiosity for magnetism and has generated a demand to combine the 
different aspects of magnetic and electrical properties of materials. Magnetism, the 
phenomenon by which materials assert an attractive/repulsive force or influence on other 
materials, is known from thousands of years. However, underlying principles and 
mechanisms that explain the magnetic phenomenon are complex and subtle, and their 
understanding eluded scientists until recent times. Many of our modern technological 
devices depend on magnetism; these include electrical power generator, transformers, 
electric motors, television, telephone, computers and components for sound and video 
reproduction systems etc. 
Over the last few years there has been insurgence in the research field of oxide 
materials demonstrating miscellaneous behavior such as dielectric, ferroelectric, magnetic 
and multiferroic properties. The momentum in the research is endorsed to the 
multifunctional properties of these materials, which have affluence to enrich the present 
information technology. These properties appear from the coupled action of charge as well 
as spin character of electrons, providing a coalition of electrical and magnetic properties in 
a material. The recent developments in the characterization techniques and the materials 
processing techniques have provided the thrust to broaden the saturating field of materials 
functionality domain. One of the novel fields emerging, because of the ever growing 
demand from the contemporary industries for smart materials possessing all round 
performances, is the multiferroic materials occurring as a result of coupling among 
elasticity, charge and spin degree of freedoms. There are certain specific advantages of 
multiferroics over other oxides emanating from the coupling between the magnetic and 
dielectric properties because of the spin lattice coupling, which can only be harnessed if 
the corresponding devices can be realized in practice. 
In this chapter we present a brief description of the origin of magnetism and 
definition of its subcategories such as; the phenomenon of diamagnetism, paramagnetism, 
ferromagnetism, antiferromagnetism and ferrimagnetism. Apart from all these, we have 
discussed about ferrites on which the present thesis is based. Dielectric and ferroelectric 
materials are also discussed in detail to understand a phenomenon where both magnetism 
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(ferromagnetism/and antiferromagnetism) and ferroelectricity co-exist known as 
multiferroic materials. 
1.2 Magnetic Materials 
In general, Magnetism is exhibited by all the materials. The magnetic nature of a 
material is determined by the magnetic moment of the electron, atom and ions in the 
material. The magnetic response of electrons, atoms and ion can exhibit a variety of 
behaviours in materials due to the wide range of interactions, which can occur between the 
magnetic moments and their environment. An understanding of a mechanism of 
permanent magnetic behaviour allows us to modify and in some cases tailor the magnetic 
properties [1]. 
The magnetic moment of an atom has three sources: Electron spin, electron orbital 
momentum about the nucleus and the change in the orbital momentum induced by an 
applied magnetic field (H). The magnetization (M) of a material is defined as the magnetic 
moment per unit volume. 
"=v ( 5 ) -('••> 
The magnetic susceptibility (x) of a material is defined as 
M , emu .. ,.. „ 
The magnetic induction (B) can be related to the field intensity (H) by the following 
relation 
B = uH —(1.3) 
where JJ, is a characteristic of a medium called the magnetic permeability. The relative 
permeability is defined by the ratio of magnetic permeability to that of free space [2]. 
Hr =HM> —(1-4) 
In perticular magnetism includes four main categories i.e. diamagnetism, paramagnetism, 
ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism; in addition to this, ferrimagnetism is considered 
as the subject classes of ferromagnetism. All materials exhibit at least one of these types of 
magnetism (see fig 1.3 (a-e), and their behaviour depends on the response of the electrons 
and atomic magnetic dipoles to the application of an externally applied magnetic field. 
1.2.1 Diamagnetism 
Diamagnetism is a very weak form of magnetism which is non-permanent and 
persists only when an external field is applied. It is induced by a change in the orbital 
motion of electrons due to an applied magnetic field. The magnitude of the induced 
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magnetic moment is extremely small and in a direction opposite to that of the applied 
field. Diamagnetism is characterized by a negative susceptibility and a magnetic 
permeability less than jio [3]. Fig. 1.1 shows schematic of the atomic magnetic dipole 
configuration for a diamagnetic material with and without magnetic field, where the 
arrows represent atomic dipole moment. Overall diamagnetism is the fundamental 
property of the materials, it is found in all the materials; but it is so weak that it can be 
observed only when other types of magnetism are totally absent. This form of magnetism 
is of no practical importance. 
H=0 
Fig. 1.1: The atomic dipole configuration for a diamagnetic material without and with 
applied magnetic field (H). 
1.2.2 Paramagnetism 
Paramagnetism is characterized by a positive susceptibility and a magnetic 
permeability greater than uo. In paramagnetic materials, localized magnetic moments are 
present but they do not exhibit net macroscopic magnetization in the absence of applied 
field. There are two type of paramagnetism. In one, the magnetic moments are present at 
sufficiently low concentration so that they are well separated from each other, and their 
spins do not interact. In other one, paramagnetism can also exist when there are 
interactions between the magnetic moment, but these interactions are so weak that there is 
no net magnetization when the applied field is zero. This type of paramagnetism occurs in 
ferromagnetic materials above their critical temperature [3]. At low temperature, many 
paramagnetic materials possess a finite magnetization in the absence of an applied field. 
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This spontaneous magnetization is due to the alignment of the permanent dipole moments 
below a critical temperature. The interaction between dipoles results in what is known as 
magnetic ordering. 
1.2.3 Ferromagnetism 
Ferromagnetic ordering occurs when all the moments contribute equally to the 
spontaneous magnetization (see details in section 1.5). Ferromagnetic materials exhibit 
parallel alignment of magnetic moments to one another resulting in large net 
magnetization even in the zero magnetic field known as spontaneous magnetization. In a 
crystal, each atom having a magnetic moment has a magnetic field about it. If the 
magnetic moment is large enough, an applied dc magnetic filed can force a nearest 
neighbor to align in the same direction provided the interaction is larger than the 
vibrational energy, ksT, of the atom in the lattice. The interaction between atomic 
magnetic moments is of two types: the dipolar interaction and exchange interaction, which 
represents the difference in the Coulomb energy between two electrons with spins that are 
parallel and antiparallel. The Curie temperature (Tc) is the temperature at which the 
interaction energy is greater than the thermal energy so ferromagnetism occur. 
Ferromagnetic materials exhibit paramagnetism above the Curie temperature [4]. 
For a bulk ferromagnetic material below Tc, the magnetization is less than what would 
be exhibited if every atomic moment were pointing in the same direction. This is due to 
the existence of domains, which are regions where all the atomic moments point in the 
same direction so that within each domain the magnetization is saturated (possessing its 
maximum possible value). However, the magnetization vectors of different domains in the 
sample are not all parallel to each other, so the total magnetization is less that the value for 
the complete alignment of all the moment [4]. 
When the dc magnetic field is applied, it increases the magnetic moment of the 
sample. Initially, as H increases, M increases until a saturation point, Ms is reached. When 
H is decreased from the saturation point, M does not decrease to the same value it had 
when the field was increasing. It is higher on the curve of the decreasing field, creating a 
hysteresis. This effect occurs because the domains that were aligned with the increasing 
field do not return to the original orientation when the field is lowered. When H is return 
to zero, the material still has a magnetization, referred to as remnant magnetization, Mr. In 
order to remove remnant magnetization, a field to be applied in the opposite direction to 
the internal field. This field is the coercive field (He) [4]. 
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A full cycle of magnetization is called a hysteresis loop is some what analogous to the 
one that are in ferroelectrics (in fact ferroelectrics were given the name due to this 
similarity). Ms, M r and H c all strongly depend on the ferromagnetic material and the 
condition by which they are synthesized. 
1.2.4 Antiferromagnetism 
Antiferromagnetic materials are characterized by having weak magnetic 
susceptibility of the order of paramagnetic materials. In antiferromagnetism ordering there 
is no net spontaneous magnetization because half of the dipoles are aligned in one 
direction and the other half in opposite direction. In a simple antiferromagnetic material, 
the atoms can be divided into two sub-lattices, where magnetic dipole moments are 
aligned antiparallel and is the cause of small magnetic susceptibility in these materials. 
The temperature above which antiferromagnetic order ceases to exist is called the Neel 
(TV) temperature (see Fig. 1.2 (c)). Above TV, antiferromagnetic materials have a slight 
positive susceptibility comparable to paramagnetic materials. Below T#, however, 
antiferromagnetic materials have a spontaneous magnetization in the absence of an 
external field due to the antiparallel alignment of magnetic dipole moment at both sub-
lattices. 
1.2.5 Ferrimagnetism 
In ferrimagnetism, there are oppositely directed moments which do not completely 
cancel each other, consequently resulting the net spontaneous magnetization [3] below a 
critical temperature called the Neel temperature (TN). The magnitude of magnetic 
susceptibility (x) for ferro/ferrimagnetic materials is similar, while the alignment of 
magnetic dipole moments is drastically different. The magnetic dipole moments in a 
ferrimagnetic material are divided into two sublattices and are classified as a subset of 
antiferromagnetic materials. Each sublattice can be treated as a ferromagnetic materials 
and the difference between the magnetic dipole moments for the sublattices results in the 
net magnetization for the ferrimagnetic materials. 
The most important crystalline ferrimagnetic substances are double oxides of iron 
as in MO.Fe203, where M is a divalent cation. These have spinel structure and the 
protypical example is magnetite Fe304. As the temperature increases, the alignment of the 
spins gets disturbed by thermal energy and the magnetization decreases. At a particular 
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temperature called Neel temperature (TV), this alignment becomes completely disordered 
and the magnetization vanishes. 
/ \ / \ / 
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(c) Antiferromagnetism (d) Ferrimagnetism 
Fig. 1.2 Schematic of magnetic moment alignments in the absence of magnetic field (H) at 
room temperature for: (a) paramagnetism (b) ferromagnetism (c) Antiferromagnetism 
and (d) Ferrimagnetism. 
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Fig. 1.3 (a-e): Behavior of different kinds of magnetism in response to magnetic field and 
temperature. 
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1.3 Ferrite Materials 
Ferrites are mixed metal oxides with iron (III) oxide as the main component. 
Ferrites crystallize into three crystal type: spinel, garnet and magnetoplumbite [5]. The 
first two have a cubic structure, while the magnetoplumbite has a hexagonal structure. The 
most important characteristics of these materials are that beside possessing very good 
magnetic properties, they also have a very high d. c. resistivity [5] unlike ferromagnetic 
metal and magnetic alloys and hence particularly useful for high frequencies applications 
[6]. They are extensively used as core materials for inductances and transformers in 
telecommunication industry, audio and video recording heads, memory devices, digital 
systems, tapes, magnetic memory etc. 
In general, according to the crystal structure and the magnetic ordering, ferrites can 
be grouped into four different categories [5] namely spinel, garnet, magnetoplumbite and 
orthoferrites, as given in Table 1.1 
Table 1.1: Different types of ferrites with their structure, chemical formula and 
examples 
Type Structure General Formula Examples 
Spinel Cubic MFe204 M= Mn, Zn, Ni, 
Mg, Cu, Co, Li 
etc. 
Garnet Cubic 
Magnetoplumbite Hexagonal 
Ln3Fe50i2 
MFenOig 
Ln = Y, Sm, Eu 
Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, 
Er, Tm, and Lu 
M = Ba,Sr 
Orthoferrite Perovskite LnFe03 Ln = La, Sm, ... rare earth 
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1.3.1 Spinel Ferrites: AB2O4 Structure 
The spinel ferrites are named after the naturally occurring mineral spinel, having 
chemical formula MgAl204 and the general chemical formula is written as MFe204, where 
M is a divalent transition metal cation or a suitable combination of these ions. The spinel 
ferrite structure MFe204 can be described as a cubic close-packed arrangement of oxygen 
ions, with M2+ and Fe3+ ions at two different crystallographic sites. These sites have 
tetrahedral and octahedral coordination (A- and B-sites respectively), so that the local 
symmetries of both the sites are different. An A-site ion is surrounded by four oxygen 
ions at the four corners of a tetrahedron and the B-site ion is surrounded by six oxygen 
ions at the six corners of the octahedral, the B-site being at the center of the octahedral. A 
unit cell of the spinel structure ferrite contains eight molecules of MFe204 i.e., a unit cell 
contains 8 M2+, 16Fe3+ and 32 O2" ions. The smallest cubic unit cell of a spinel structure 
contains 64 tetrahedral and 32 octahedral sites (see Fig. 1.4). The ionic distribution of this 
kind of structure is represented by the formula 
( M f Fells)[Ml+_s Fei:s}Or - - (1.5) 
where the cations enclosed by parenthesis occupy A-sites comprising the tetrahedral 
sublattice, while the cations enclosed by the square bracket occupy B-sites comprising the 
octahedral sublattice and 5 is the inversion parameter; 8 = 0 and 1 stand for the inverse and 
normal spinel respectively and lie in between 0 and 1 i.e. 0 < 8 < lfor mixed spinel. The 
factors, which can influence the distribution of the metal ions over A and B-sites are the 
electronic configuration of the metal ions, the ionic radii, the electrostatic energy of the 
spinel lattice and the preparation conditions [7, 8]. 
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(b) Octahedral (B-site) "I a -^1 
Fig. 1.4: Crystal Structure of a cubic ferrite 
1.3.2 Magnetic Interactions 
In order to study the origin and nature of the magnetic behaviour associated with 
spinel ferrites, mainly three types of magnetic interactions are possible between the metal 
ions at A- and B-sites through the intermediate oxygen ions (02~) i.e., superexchange 
interaction. These are A-A, A-B, and B-B interactions as suggested by Anderson. Since 
cation-cation distances are large so direct interactions are negligible. It has been verified 
experimentally that these interaction energies are negative favouring antiferromagnetism 
when the d orbital of the metal ions are half filled or more than half filled, while a positive 
interaction accompanied by ferrimagnetism results when d orbital is less than half filled. 
The magnitude of the interaction energy between two magnetic ions M1 and Mn 
depends upon following conditions 
(a) the distances from these ions to the oxygen ions through which interaction occurs. 
(b) the angle M^O-M11 represented by 9 as shown in Fig. 1.5. For 9 = 180°, where the 
interatomic distance is shortest, the exchange energy is found to be highest. The 
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energy decreases rapidly with increasing the distance and decreasing the angle 
towards 90°. 
Me1 
o2- ^ f ) e 
f ^ Me11 
Fig. 1.5: Me1-O-Me" angles inferrites. 
In spinel structure, the A-O-B angle is in the neighbourhood of 180°, while A-O-A 
and B-O-B angles are closer to 90°. Thus, with A-O-B interaction predominating, the spins 
of the A-and B-site ions will be oppositely magnetized with a resultant magnetic moment 
equal to the difference between those of A-and B-site ions. To explain the magnetic 
properties of spinel ferrites quantitatively, it is necessary to know what sorts of ions are 
involved and which ion occupies which site. 
Gorter [9] gave various possible configurations of the ion pair in spinel ferrites 
with favorable distances and angles for an effective magnetic interaction. In general, it is 
found that the magnitude of A-B, B-B and A-A interactions are negative with |A-B|»|B-
B|»|A-A|. 
1.4 Dielectric Materials 
Dielectric materials (often oxides) are poor electric conductors. Generally the 
properties of a dielectric are caused by the polarization of the material. When the dielectric 
material is placed in an electric field, the electrons of an atom or ions of a unit cell reorient 
themselves. As a result of this polarization, the dielectric is under stress and it stores 
energy that becomes available when the electric field is removed. This polarization is 
analogous to the polarization that takes place when a magnetic material is magnetized. As 
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in case of a magnet, a certain amount of polarization remains when the polarizing force is 
removed. 
The ability of a dielectric to withstand electric fields without losing insulating 
properties (a point known as dielectric breakdown) is the dielectric strength. A good 
dielectric must return a large percentage of the energy stored in it when the field is 
reversed. Dielectrics exhibiting high dielectric constant at high frequency, high dielectric 
strengths and have low loss tangents are desirable for many technological applications. 
The effectiveness of a dielectric materials is measured by its relative ability, 
compared to vacuum, to store energy and is expressed in terms of a dielectric constant, or 
relative permittivity. The term dielectric constant is misleading, actually it is a frequency 
dependent function composed of real and imaginary parts. The ratio of the imaginary part 
to the real part of a dielectric constant is the loss tangent [2]. 
As mentioned above, a dipole moment may be induced in response to an applied 
electric field, but disappears when the field is removed. If the unit cell has a spontaneous 
electric dipole moment in the absence of an electric field, it is called a polar material. 
Polar material may be classified as being pyroelectric, ferroelectric, or antiferroelectric. In 
a pyroelecrtic material the dipole moment remains fixed and is largely unaffected by 
external field. 
1.5 Ferroelectric Materials 
The term ferroelectricity arose by the analogy with ferromagnetics, mainly because 
they have similar characteristics: under electric fields for ferroelectric phenomena and 
under magnetic fields for ferromagnetic phenomena. In 17th century Rochelle, France, 
discovered potassium-sodium tartrate-tetrahydrate (KNaC4H406-4H20) known as 
Rochelle salt, a colourless crystalline compound with an orthorhombic structure. At that 
time, the material was used as a laxative. More than 200 years later, in 1921, Valasek 
discovered the ferroelectric phenomena in the same material [10-12]. Ferroelectrics were 
discovered much later than ferromagnetics. Materials having permanent electric dipole 
moments are called ferroelectric materials. Ferroelectric materials are generally defined by 
reversible spontaneous polarization in the absence of electric field [13, 14]. The 
spontaneous polarization in ferroelectrics arises from a noncentrosymmetric arrangement 
of ions in its unit cell that produces an electric dipole moment. Adjacent unit cells are 
inclined to polarize in the same direction and form a region called a ferroelectric domain. 
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The most common ferroelectrics have the ABO3 perovskite type structure as shown in Fig. 
1.6, where A atom, B atom, and oxygen occupy the corner site, body-centered site, and 
face-centered site respectively. Above the Curie temperature, this type of material has 
centrosymmetric structure and therefore, loses all spontaneous polarization. In this state, 
the material is termed as paraelectric. When temperature is lowered through the Curie 
point, a phase transformation takes place from paraelectric state to ferroelectric state. The 
centre ion is displaced from its body-centered position and the cubic unit cell deforms to 
assume one of the noncentrosymmetric structures such as tetragonal, rhombohedral or 
monoclinic structures. When a material is in ferroelectric state, it exhibits a characteristic 
hysteresis loop as shown in Fig. 1.7. When an electrical field is applied to the ferroelectric 
material, the B atom, which has two thermodynamically stable positions inside oxygen 
octahedra, is displaced relative to the oxygens upward or downward, depending on the 
polarity of the electric field (see Fig. 1.7). This displacement generates a dipole moment 
inside the oxygen octahedra, which is called as saturated polarization (±PS). When the 
applied electric field is removed, the B atom remains in the displaced position and 
generates a residual polarization in the absence of applied electric field, or remanent 
polarization (±Pr). In order to reverse the direction of polarization, we need to apply a 
coercive electric field (±EC), which is defined as a minimum electric field for switching the 
polarization. Therefore, the basic characteristics of a ferroelectric material that make it 
suitable for non-volatile memory applications are its ability to retain two stable remanent 
polarization values at zero fields, thus providing nonvolatility. The state of polarization 
can be controlled and sensed by reversing the polarization from up (+1) to down (0) or 
vice versa as a function of applied voltage. 
o • 
B3 O 
Fig. 1.6: ABO3 perovskite unit cell 
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Fig. 1.7: Hysteresis behavior of a ferroelectric material 
1.6 Multiferroic Materials 
Recently there has been extensive study in the direction of search for the materials 
possessing magnetic as well as the ferroelectric properties because of the richness of 
physics involved in the system as well as their potential applications in memory devices 
and functional sensors [16-26]. These materials exhibit phenomena such as the control of 
electrical polarization by the application of an external magnetic field or vice-versa, 
providing an additional degree of freedom for the design of new devices. Materials can be 
considered as multiferroic where at least two ferroic states co-exist. These ferroic states 
are such as: 
i. Ferroelectric materials possess a spontaneous polarization which can be switched 
hysteretically by an applied electric field. 
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ii. Antiferroelectric materials that possess ordered dipole moments which cancel each 
other completely within each crystallographic unit cell. 
iii. Ferromagnetic materials possess a spontaneous magnetization which can be switched 
hysteretically by an applied magnetic field. 
iv. Antiferromagnetic materials possess ordered magnetic moments that cancel each other 
completely within each magnetic unit cell. 
v. Ferrimagnetic materials are those materials in which the magnetic moments 
cancellation is incomplete in such a way that they possess net magnetization which can 
be switched hysteretically by an applied magnetic field. 
vi. Ferroelastic materials display a spontaneous deformation that is stable and can be 
switched hysteretically by an applied stress. 
Therefore, as a logical definition, we could use the term multiferroic to material that 
possess co-existence of two -or all three - of the so called 'ferroic' properties: 
ferroelectricity [21], ferromagnetism and ferroelasticity [20]. Hence, the development of 
such kind of materials in which magnetic and electric order coexists would be a milestone 
in the modern era of technology. In the present thesis we have also focused on 
magnetoelectric multiferroic. The attempts to combine both ferromagnetism and 
ferroelectricity were started in 1960s, mainly by two groups in the Soviet Union: The 
group of Smolenski in St. Petersburg [27], and by Venevtsev in Moscow [28]. For some 
time this field of magnetoelectric was very "quiet" and not well known in the scientific 
community. But recently magnetoelectric materials again attracted attention of the 
scientific group and effectively started around 2001-2003. The paucity of ferromagnetic 
ferroelectrics [29] is now well understood to result from the contradiction between the 
conventional mechanism for cation off-centering in ferroelectrics (which require formally 
empty d orbitals), and the formation of magnetic moments (which usually results from 
partially filled d orbitals) [30], for ferroelectricity and magnetism to coexist in a single 
phase. Therefore, the atoms that move off the centre to form the electric dipole moment 
should be different from those that carry the magnetic moment. However, a few 
multiferroic systems are present in literature [31, 32], which exhibit both ferromagnetic 
and ferroelectric properties in same phase. The perovskite based systems propose such an 
opportunity, some of them being BiFe03 [33], which exhibit antiferromagnetic transition 
temperature TN ~ 643 K and ferroelectric transition T c ~ 1103 K, BiMn03 [34] and 
RMn205 (R = rare earth). Hexagonal manganite [35] too is known to exhibit ferroelectric 
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feature with high ordering temperature (Tc = 875K), though the antiferromagnetic 
ordering temperature is much lower than TN = 70K. Hemberger et al. [22] reported that 
cubic spinel based system CdCr2S4 exhibited ferromagnetic transition temperature Tc ~ 
153 K and relaxor ferroelectricity in the temperature range 150 K - 200 K. The boracite 
family [36, 37] and families of BaMF4 (M = divalent transition metal ion) [38] and rare 
earth molybdates [39] are also reported to demonstrate the multiferroic properties. 
1.7 Aim of Present Work and Thesis Outlines 
The aim of the present work is. to develop new multiferroic materials. It is well 
known from the literature that till date there is no material which has magnetoelectric 
properties i.e. ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism in the same phase at room temperature. 
So, the development of such type of material, which has magnetoelectric properties in 
same phase at room temperature, is the milestone for the modern technology. These 
materials have potential applications in the memory devices where one can write 
ferroelectrically and read magnetically or vice versa. In the present thesis we have taken 
the magnetic matrix having spinel structure and doped a 3d transition metal cation (Ti +) 
having d° configuration. From the literature it is clear that all the conventional ferroelectric 
materials like BaTiC>3, SrTi03 and PbTiC>3 etc. have a transition metal cation with 3d0 
configuration. With this motivation we doped Ti4+ in Mgo^Mno.osFeaC^ matrix in place of 
r 3+ 
Fe . 
A number of researchers [40-43] have shown that the substitution of tetravalent 
elements in the ferrite matrix upgrades their structural, electrical and magnetic properties. 
So it is interesting to-see the effect of the doping of Ti4+ on the structural, electrical, 
electronic structure and magnetic properties of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 ferrites. Among the 
spinel ferrites, magnesium-manganese ferrite is a well-known soft magnetic material with 
very low cubic magneto-crystalline anisotropy, low coercivity and moderate saturation 
magnetization (~ 2400-2600 Gauss). These properties make it a promising material for 
various technological applications in microwave region. Among the different possible 
compositions of Mg-Mn ferrites, there is a minimum spin canting in Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 
ferrites. In addition, the low contents of Mn2+ ion present in this ferrite results in a 
minimum possibility of the formation of Mn3+ ions, which adversely affect the d.c. 
resistivity. The Mg0.95Mn0.05Fe2O4 has, therefore, been used as the basic ferrite material. 
Many research groups have studied the effect of tetravalent substitution in different ferrite 
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matrix to upgrade their structural, electrical and magnetic properties. The effect of the 
substitution of Ti ions on the magnetic, electric and dielectric properties of ferrite has been 
extensively studied by many authors [44-48]. Brand et al. [42] found in case of 
Mgi+xTixFe2-2X04 that on increasing dilution x, the collinear ferrimagnetic phase breaks 
down before reaching the ferrimagnetic percolation threshold and for the higher 
concentration of Ti, system approaches towards the spin-glass state. Dormann et al. [45] 
have also studied the magnetization measurements of Ti+4 substituted lithium ferrite using 
different techniques and suggested the possibility of canted spin arrangement in order to 
explain the magnetization measurements. It was observed that substitution of Ti ions in 
Mg-Zn ferrite [46] and Li ferrite [47] reduces their electrical conductivity. Also in Ni-Zn 
ferrite, the Ti substitution reduced their dielectric constant and dielectric loss [48]. Many 
groups have studied the structural, electrical and magnetic properties of the spinel ferrites. 
Since for any technological application, thin films with good electrical and magnetic 
properties are desired. Therefore, the fabrication of thin films for spinel oxides holds the 
final key to any of its properties. The thin film growth of these compounds is being carried 
out for almost last two decades and the optimization of the growth parameters has been 
benefited from the studies of high temperature superconducting thin films. Several growth 
techniques have been employed in this context, but pulsed laser deposition stands far 
ahead than any other technique by virtue of its stoichiometry maintaining nature in the 
film as that of the target and non equilibrium nature of its interaction with the target. 
However, there are various crucial parameters that strongly control the thin film's 
electrical and magnetic properties such as choice of substrate, substrate temperature, 
oxygen partial pressure during growth, post annealing process etc. Before thin film 
deposition, the first task is the choice of substrate. 
Further, the interest in the swift heavy ion (SHI) irradiation on spinel oxides is 
because of the effect of irradiation on the superexchange interactions, which are highly 
sensitive to any disorder in the ferrite materials. The multifunctional properties of the 
magnetoelectric materials (ferroelectric or ferromagnetic properties) are known to be 
tunable by introducing some defects. The swift heavy ion irradiation is known to create the 
controlled defects in the materials depending on the choice of ion and its energy. SHI has 
been widely used to understand the damage structure and the modification in the physical 
properties of the materials. Moreover, SHI has been proved a good source to produce a 
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wide variety of defects which can create structural strain and disorder in oxide materials, 
responsible for modifying the physical properties of materials. 
By considering all the above mentioned issues the present thesis aims are: 
1. Substitution of transition metal cation (3d0 configuration i.e. Ti +) in Mgo^Mno.osFeiCU 
spinel ferrite, in order to introduce ferroelectricity and also to understand structural, 
electrical, electronic and magnetic (i.e. various magnetic exchange interactions) properties. 
2. From the application point of view, the synthesization of thin films using pulsed laser 
deposition (PLD). First, the optimization of growth conditions and then characterization of 
the thin films. 
3. To investigate the effect of swift heavy ion (SHI) irradiation on the structural and 
magnetic properties and setting up the optimized parameters such as ions, fluence, energy 
etc. for engineering suitable properties of materials. 
Bulk samples of basic compositions Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTj2x04±8 (0 < x < 0.5) were 
synthesized using conventional solid-state reaction technique; whereas the polycrystalline 
thin films of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 at different substrate have been grown using Pulsed Laser 
Deposition (PLD) technique. The structural, electrical, electronic structure and magnetic 
characterizations of the prepared bulk materials have been performed using different 
techniques such as X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Near 
Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure Spectroscopy (NEXAFS), Dielectric Spectroscopy, 
Mossbauer Spectroscopy and DC Magnetization measurements. Thin films were 
characterized using X-ray diffraction, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Magnetic Force 
Microscopy (MFM) and DC magnetization. Chapter 2 covers the necessary theoretical 
background and experimental details for various techniques related to structural electrical 
and magnetic properties of the systems studied along with an overview about the swift 
heavy ion (SHI) irradiation such as its production and applications. Chapter 2 also covers 
the development of the automated dielectric measurement setup as well as electric field 
versus polarization (E-P) measurement setup. Chapter 3 comprises all the experimental 
results of bulk samples prepared by the solid-state reaction technique. In chapter 4, the 
structural and magnetic properties of thin films and their comparison with the bulk of the 
same composition is presented. The thin films of Mgo.95Mn0.o5Fe204 deposited at various 
substrates were irradiated using Ag15+ ions beam. Chapter 5 includes the irradiation studies 
on the thin films using Ag15+ ions. This chapter also includes the comparative studies on 
the unirradiated and irradiated films deposited at different substrate. 
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Finally, chapter 6 presents an overview of the results concluded from all previous 
chapters and cope of future work on the studied materials. 
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Chapter 2 
Experimental and Characterization Techniques 
This, chapter presents a concise description of materials processing 
techniques-. solid-state reaction route for the polycrwstalllne bulle and 
pulsed laser ablation technique for thin films. An overview of swift 
heavy Ion irradiation Is also "provided. A diversity of experimental 
techniques engaged to characterize such as structural, electrical and 
magnetic properties of bulk and thin -films have been discussed. In 
the last Instrumentation worfe (I.e. development of temperature 
dependent automated dielectric measurement setup and electric field 
versus polarization (e-P) set up carried out during Ph.p. worfe Is 
presented. 
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2.1 Synthesis of Bulk Materials 
2.1.1 Solid-State Reaction Technique 
Various types of methods are known for the synthesization of the bulk materials 
such as solid-state reaction [1-6], sol gel [7] and coprecipitation [8, 9]. In the present 
thesis, the polycrystalline bulk samples of Ti doped Mg0.95Mn0.05Fe2O4 have been 
synthesized by solid-state reaction technique. This method of bulk preparation, is also 
known as ceramic method, has superiority over other methods such as sol gel or 
coprecipitation technique due to easiness of the process involved in the technique. This 
process involves various steps such as: 
(i) Mixing the required oxide/nitrate powders in appropriate stoichiometric proportion, 
(ii) Calcination 
(Hi) Pelletization 
(iv) Sintering 
(i) Mixing of Powders 
For the preparation of Mgo.95Mn0.o5Fe2-2XTi2x04 samples, the high purity fine 
powders of MgO, MnCh, Ti02 and FeO were weighed and mixed in stoichiometric 
proportion. 
Powders weighed in the appropriate proportion were mixed thoroughly and ground 
in highly pure acetone using a mortar and pestle. This process is carried out for several 
hours in order to achieve the homogeneity of the mixed powder. The physical uniformity 
and the chemical homogeneity of the mixtures are of significant importance especially in 
case of doped samples. 
(ii) Calcination 
The decomposition of the mixed powder by heating below its melting point is 
known as calcination. The intention of calcination procedure is to establish the course of 
nucleation for the grain growth and felicitates the decomposition of the substituent 
oxides/carbonates. Mixed powders were kept in alumina crucible and heated in the box 
furnace in ambient environment. The course of calcination entails heating the 
homogeneously mixed powder to an intermediate high temperature, roughly 1000 °C 
lower than the final sintering temperature. For Mg0.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 samples, the 
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powders were calcinated at 1000 °C. Calcination was repeated 3-4 times with intermediate 
grinding and every time calcinations temperature was kept at higher than the previous 
step. 
(iii) Pelletization 
In order to make use of these ceramic materials, the calcinated powders must be 
brought into the required shapes and densities before the final sintering process. This is 
achieved by using die-press technique in which a die of proper shape was filled with 
calcinated powder and pressed using hydraulic pressure of 5 ton. In our case, pelletization 
is done in a dye of circular shape of 1cm and 1.5 cm diameter. The thickness of the pellets 
were maintained ~3 to 4 mm. 
(iv) Sintering 
After pelletization of the fine calcinated powder, sintering of the pellet is done at 
relatively higher temperature and for longer duration than used during calcination. This is 
followed by slow cooling with a suitable predefined rate, which is an essential and 
important process as it favours the required oxygen content in the material. For 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 bulk pellet, the final sintering temperature was kept at 1300 °C 
for 24 hours followed by slow cooling at the rate of 5 °C /minute. Fig. 2.1 shows the flow 
chart used for the preparation of bulk samples. 
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SYNTHESIS METHOD 
Solid-State Reaction Techniaue 
3C 
AR GRADE OXIDES IN STOICHIOMETRIC AMOUNTS 
I MgO I MnO, 
JL *~J 
FeO TiO, 
MIXED THROUGHLY AND (.UINDI.I) I M\G M()KT\K 
AND PESTLE FOR -TWO HOUR 
: i i 
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r~ 
I- & S 1 W * 
n 
PELLETS OF CIRCULAR SHAPE COMPRESSED FROM DRIED 
POWDER USING 2% PVC 
J 1 
FINAL SINTERING AT 1300 °C FOR 24 HOURS 
FINAL PRODUCT (BULK MULTIFERROIC) SAMPLES OF 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2.2xTi2x04 
„
 Sh...<&*4? 
Fig.2.1: .F/ow chart for the preparation of bulk samples 
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2.2 Thin Film Deposition: Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) Technique 
There are many deposition techniques for thin film preperation, such as pulsed 
laser deposition (PLD) [10-18], chemical vapour deposition (CVD), metal organic 
chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) [19-25], DC and RF sputtering [26-30], molecular 
beam epitaxy (MBE) [31] thermal evaporation [32] sole gel [33] etc. Among the various 
techniques as mentioned above for thin film deposition; PLD is one of the most commonly 
used for thin film growth of multicomponent materials. Though, the basic process 
involved almost in all the techniques is to evaporate the material to provide atomic or 
molecular species in sufficient background pressure and carry them to the properly heated 
substrate of particular choice. The choice of substrate for the thin film deposition is guided 
by the lattice parameter of the compound and substrate as well as the orientation of the 
substrate. It has been established that high quality epitaxial films of several materials, 
including multicomponent oxides such as ferrites, multiferroics, ferroelectrics, 
YBa2Cu307_5 (YBCO) superconductors, Lai.xCaxMn03 manganites and several other 
materials can be successfully grown using PLD.10 
The achievement of PLD technique lies in the fact that it maintains the target 
stoichiometry in the films, which has been found difficult for other conventional 
techniques such as evaporation, sputtering, etc. Excimer lasers such as XeF (A, = 352 nm); 
XeCl. (X = 308 nm); KrF (X = 248 nm); KrCl (X = 222 nm); ArF (k = 193 nm); and F2 
(X= 157 nm) are commercially available and can be used for thin film deposition. It uses 
a pulsed laser beam, usually but not necessarily, from an ultraviolet excimer laser with 
pulse energy of about 1 J. The typical duration of the laser pulse is a few tens of 
nanosecond. Because of such a short duration of pulse, tremendous power ( -10 -100 
MW/pulse) is delivered to the target. This is because of the nonequilibrium nature of 
PLD, in the sense that the absorption of energy and ablation takes place in a very short 
time, usually within a nanosecond, before thermodynamic equilibrium is reached. For the 
current research work, thin films of Mgo.95Mn0.o5Fe204 and Ti doped i.e. 
Mg0.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 were grown by PLD technique. Typical schematic of the pulsed 
laser deposition technique is shown in Fig. 2.2. 
When a laser beam of energy density above a material dependent critical value is 
incident on the target, a large amount of energy is deposited in a few hundred-nanometer 
depth from the surface within a very short time scale. Due to such a transient energy 
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transfer, temperature of the surface layers is raised to a sufficiently high value (higher 
than the melting temperature of the material) and thus the melting of material starts at the 
surface. The process takes place in a very short duration of time scale. This causes a rapid 
ejection of the laser-induced plasma of materials at right angle from the surface of the 
target in the forward direction towards the substrate. The plasma plume contains various 
excited atoms, molecules, ions and neutral species. This plasma quickly expands away 
from the target towards the substrate where the adiabatic expansion of plasma at the 
surface of the heated substrate takes place and leads to the growth of the desired thin film. 
i ; m \n\m 
Fig. 2.2: A schematic view of pulsed laser deposition technique. 
While PLD is recognized to transport the stoichiometry from the target to the film, 
there are several parameters, which immensely influence the growth and properties of thin 
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films. These parameters are laser energy density falling on the surface of the target, 
ambient background pressure during and after deposition, pulse repetition rate, 
temperature of the substrate, choice and orientation of the substrate itself, target to 
substrate distance etc. Laser energy density is a vital factor, which affects the properties of 
films. If the energy density is low, the complex target molecules do not evaporate 
congruently; if very high, droplet kind of particles is deposited on the substrate. The 
oxygen partial pressure too is vital for the thin film growth of the multiferroics to make up 
the loss of oxygen in the ceramic target itself or during the course of transfer of the excited 
species from the target to the substrate. 
Thin films were prepared by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique from a 
single-phase bulk target of basic compositions Mgo.95Mn0.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 (15 mm diameter) 
onto Pt-Si and ITO substrate. The target was processed by conventional solid-state 
reaction technique. For deposition, a KrF excimer laser (model Lambda Physik, X = 248 
nm) set at 20 ns pulse duration, 10 Hz repetition' rate and a home-made stainless steel 
vacuum chamber were used. The thin film deposition was done at UGC-DAE Consortium 
for Scientific Research, Indore, INDIA. The target was mounted at an angle of 45° to laser 
beam inside vacuum chamber, where a base pressure of 2 xlO"5 mTorr was achieved 
through a turbo-mechanical pump. The substrate (10mm xlOmm) was attached to a 
stainless steel holder at a distance of 55 mm from the target and is placed parallel to it 
inside the heater assembly, which is capable to heating the substrate up to 650°C. The 
target material was rotated at about 10 rpm and the deposition was carried out in an O2 
partial pressure of 1 m Torr by keeping the substrate temperature to 450°C. The deposition 
was performed for ~ 25 min. After the deposition, the thin film was cooled slowly to room 
temperature by turning down the power to the substrate heater and maintaining the oxygen 
pressure in the chamber to 1 m Torr. The film thickness was measured by profilometer 
with 0.5 nm resolution. 
2.3 Characterization Techniques 
2.3.1 X-ray Diffraction 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was first demonstrated by Von Laue in 1912. Today, x-
ray diffraction [34] is a routine technique for the characterization of the materials. A rich 
variety of information can be extracted from XRD. This is appropriate technique for both 
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form of samples i.e. thin film as well as bulk. Using this technique, one can get the 
information regarding the crystallinity of the material, nature of the phase present, lattice 
parameter and grain size [35]. From the position and shape of the lines, one can obtain 
information regarding the unit cell parameters and microstructural parameters (grain size, 
microstrain, etc.) respectively. In the case of the thin films, the change in the lattice 
parameter with respect to the bulk gives the idea of the nature of the strain present in the 
system. 
The fundamental of XRD is explained by the Bragg's equation which places the 
condition for the constructive interference for the scattered x-ray from the successive 
atomic planes formed by the crystal lattice of the material. The Bragg's diffraction 
condition is formulated by 
2dsin9=nX —(2.1) 
where X is the wavelength of the incident X-ray, d is the interplaner distance, 9 is the 
scattering angle and n is an integer-the order of diffraction. 
In thin films, X-rays are diffracted by the oriented crystallites at a particular angle 
to satisfy the Bragg's condition. Having known the value of 9 and X, one can calculate the 
interplaner spacing. Schematic view of XRD is shown in Fig. 2.3.The XRD pattern can be 
taken in various modes such as 9 - 20scan mode, 9- 2Crocking curve, and </> scan. In the 
9- 29 scan mode, a monochromatic beam of X-ray is incident on the sample at an angle of 
9 with the sample surface. The detector motion is coupled with the X-ray source in such a 
way that it always makes an angle 2<9with the incident direction of the X-ray beam (Fig. 
2.3). The resulting spectrum is a plot between the intensity recorded by the detector versus 
29. 
\ ^ Scattered ^Wef^ Detector 
Sample 
Fig. 2.3: A representation of x-ray diffraction 
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Fig. 2.4: X-ray diffractometer machine used in the present thesis work. 
In the present work, Bruker D8 Advanced Diffractometer (see Fig.2.4) with Cu Ka {X = 
1.542 A) was used for the phase detection of bulk powders and thin film at Inter-
University Accelerator Centre, New Delhi. The angle 20 was varied from 15 to 80 in steps 
of 0.05°. The lattice spacing "d" was calculated using Bragg's equation (see eqn. 2.1) 
which is further utilized to calculate lattice constant. The analysis of the XKD pattern was 
done using Powder-X software [36] at room temperature. 
2.3.2 Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure Spectroscopy 
X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) refers to the details of how x-rays are absorbed by 
an atom at energies near and above the core-level binding energies of that atom. When the 
x-rays hit a sample, the oscillating electric field of the electromagnetic radiation interacts 
with the electrons which are bound in an atom. Either the radiation will be scattered by 
these electrons or absorbed, which excite the electrons. A narrow parallel monochromatic 
x-ray beam of intensity IQ passing through a sample of thickness x will get a reduced 
intensity / according to the expression: 
In (I0II) = \i x — (2.2) 
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where ju is the linear absorption coefficient, which depends on the types of atom and the 
density p of the material. At certain energies where the absorption increases drastically, 
gives rise to an absorption edge. 
Transmitted x-ray 
I 
Florescence x-ray ^ jgf 
If J^ 
Fig. 2.5: Schematic picture of x-ray absorption phenomenon. An incident beam of 
monochromatic x-ray of intensity Jo passes through a sample of thickness t and the 
transmitted beam has intensity I. 
Each such edge occurs when the energy of the incident photon is just sufficient to cause 
excitation of a core electron of the absorbing atom to a continuum state, i.e. to produce a 
photoelectron. Thus, the energies of the absorbed radiation at these edges correspond to 
the binding energies of electrons in the K, L, M, etc, shells of the absorbing elements. The 
absorption edges are labelled in the order of increasing energy, K, Lp Ln, Lra, Mp....,' 
2 2 2 
corresponding to the excitation of an electron from the Is ( Sy) , 2s ( Sy), 2p ( Py) , 2p 
2 2 
( P3/2), 3s ( Sy), ... orbitals (states), respectively. 
An x-ray absorption spectrum is generally divided into 4 sections (see Fig. 2.6): (1) pre-
edge (E < EQ); (2) x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES ), where the energy of the 
incident x-ray beam is E = EQ ± 10 eV; (3) near edge x-ray absorption fine structure 
(NEXAFS), in the region between 10 eV up to 50 eV above the edge; and (4) extended x-
ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS ), which starts approximately from 50 eV and 
continues up to 1000 eV above the edge. The minor features in the pre-edge region are 
usually due to the electron transitions from the core level to the higher unfilled or half-
filled orbitals (e.g, s -* p, orp —> d). In the XANES region, transitions of core electrons to 
non-bound levels with close energy occur. Because of the high probability of such 
transition, a sudden rise in absorption process is observed. In NEXAFS, the ejected 
Scattered x-ray 
Incident x-ray 
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photoelectrons have low kinetic energy (E-EQ is small) and experience strong multiple 
scattering by the first and even higher coordinating shells. In the EXAFS region, the 
photoelectrons have high kinetic energy (E-EQ is large) and single scattering by the nearest 
neighboring atoms normally dominates. 
11400 11500 11600 11700 11800 11900 
Fig. 2.6: X-ray absorption spectrum inpre-edge, XANES, NEXAFS and EXAFS regions 
In the present work, near edge x-ray absorption fine structure measurement has 
been done at O- K, Fe-K, F e - I ^ and Ti-L3,2- edges at the soft x-ray beam line 7B1 KIST 
of the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL), operating at 2.5 GeV with a maximum 
storage current of 200mA. 
2.3.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), shown in Fig. 2.7, is used for probing of the 
surfaces and microstructural characterization of the solid samples [37]. This technique is 
widely used to get information about the topographical features, morphology, phase 
distribution, crystal structure, crystal orientation and the presence and location of defects. 
In SEM, as name suggests, the electron beams are moved by the electric field to scan the 
sample. In this technique, a beam of electron is produced by heating of a metallic filament. 
The electron beams, focused with the help of electromagnetic lenses, falls on the sample 
with energy typically -30 keV. When the beam strikes on the surface of the sample, 
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backscattered electrons, secondary electrons, Auger electrons and photons are ejected 
from the sample with typical energy values. Detectors collect the secondary or 
backscattered electrons and an image is produced on a cathode ray tube screen by 
recording the intensity of the detected signal as a function of position. The signal 
magnitude varies as a result of differences in surface topography as the electron beam is 
scanned across the sample surface. In this way, SEM can be employed to visualize surface 
features with a good resolution of the order of nanometers. 
orkirg 
ApSffine 
Objectiva 
Lem 
Spedmen 
Fig. 2.7: Schematic diagram of scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
2.3.4 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
Atomic force microscopy [38] is a powerful technique for probing the surface of 
the thin film and deducing valuable information of its topological features, fast and 
accurately. AFM operates by scanning a very sharp and tiny tip attached to the end of a 
cantilever across the sample surface (Fig. 2.8). The tip approaches the surface of the 
sample and interacts with it via Van der Waals forces. The interaction translates in a 
cantilever deflection or a change in the cantilever's oscillating frequency, depending on 
the operational mode of the AFM.- contact or tapping. The deflection or the frequency 
changes of the cantilever are detected by an optical system consisting of a laser beam, 
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which is reflected on the cantilever. The vertical and the horizontal deflections are 
measured using a split photodiode detector that analyses the reflected beam. The 
displacement of the cantilever in the three directions is done by means of a piezoelectric 
scanner, combining independently operated piezo-electrodes, for X, Y and Z direction into 
a single tube. The two operating modes that have been used, contact-AFM and tapping-
AFM, are described in more detail in the following text. 
2.3.4.1 Contact Mode AFM 
As we have mentioned the changes in the cantilever's deflection are monitored 
with a split photodiode detector as the tip is scanning the sample surface [39]. A feedback 
loop maintains a constant deflection between the cantilever and the sample by vertically 
moving the scanner at each data point to maintain a 'set-point' deflection. By maintaining 
a constant cantilever deflection, the force between the tip and the sample remains constant. 
The force F is calculated from Hook's law: F = -kx, where k is the spring constant and x 
is the deflection. Spring constants usually range from 0.01 to 1.0 N/m, resulting in forces 
ranging from nN to juN. The distance that scanner moves vertically at each point (x, y) is 
stored by the computer to form the topographic image of the surface. 
2.3.4.2 Tapping Mode AFM 
In tapping mode, the cantilever is oscillated near its resonance frequency with the 
amplitude ranging typically from 20 to 100 nm. The tip lightly 'taps' the surface while 
scanning, contacting the surface at the bottom of its swing. The feedback loop maintains 
constant oscillation amplitude by maintaining a constant RMS of the oscillation signal 
acquired by the split photodiode detector. In order to maintain constant oscillation 
amplitude the scanner has to move vertically at each point (x, y). The vertical position of 
the scanner is stored by the computer, to form the topographic image of the sample 
surface. In the present work, to study topographic and morphology of the thin films, 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) measurements have been carried out using Nanoscope 
III a (Digital Instruments) at Inter-University Accelerator Center, New Delhi, INDIA. 
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Fig. 2.8: Schematic diagram of Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) 
2.3.5 Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) 
The magnetic force imaging is a feature provided by the magnetic force 
microscope. This method is similar to AFM but the tip of AFM is changed to the magnetic 
tip of silicon nitrite coated with cobalt chromium. Magnetic force Microscope was 
operated in a phase detection mode whereby a cantilever is forced to oscillate at its 
resonance frequency and small change in phase due to magnetic interaction is detected. 
The image obtained is that of the force gradient dP/dz above the sample such that Aij? = -
Q(dF/dz)/k, where Q is the quality factor of the cantilever and k is the spring constant. The 
force acting on the magnetic tip in the z direction is related to the interaction energy E, 
such that F^ = dE/dz. If there is no perturbation between the tip and sample then there will 
be no change in the energy of the system and 
^ jflp '^tip'^sample ~ ^sample sample "tip V^-^/ 
where Mtip is magnetization of the tip, Hsampie is the stray magnetic field of sample, Msampie 
is magnetization of sample and Htip is stray magnetic field of tip. This predicts that 
contrast will only be observed at magnetic domain boundaries. In MFM, measurement tip 
is first scanned over the sample in order to obtain the topographic information. After each 
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scan line, the feedback is turned off and tlie tip is raised above the sample to a user-
defined height (20-lOOnm) to perform a second scan of the surface measuring any far field 
contribution, such as magnetic forces (at that height only long range forces can be 
detected, while Vander Walls forces related to the topography are negligible). The 
topography data acquired during the first scan are used to maintain the tip at a constant 
height. The existence of magnetic forces shifts the resonant frequency of the cantilever by 
an amount proportional to vertical gradients in the magnetic forces on the tip. Resonant 
frequency shifts are very small (from 1 to 5 Hz for a resonant frequency of about 100 Hz) 
and can be detected either by phase detection mode or by amplitude detection mode. Phase 
detection measures the cantilever's oscillation phase relative to the piezo-drive, and 
amplitude detection measures the oscillation amplitude. 
M I ^ I I ^ M 
magnetically coated tip 
path of cantilever 
fiat magnetic sample 
magnetic 
domains 
Fig. 2.9: MFM mapping schematics for the magnetic domains of the sample surface. 
In both cases, the measured signal is proportional to the second derivative of the 
stray field, emanated from the sample [40]. Phase detection is much superior to amplitude 
detection and has been used in this thesis. Fig. 2.9 shows how MFM maps the magnetic 
domains of the sample surface. In the present work, to analyze the domain pattern in the 
thin films, Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) has been carried out on a Nanoscope III a 
(Digital Instruments) at Inter-University Accelerator Centre, New Delhi, INDIA. 
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2.3.6 Mossbauer Spectroscopy 
Mossbauer spectroscopy is used to get information on the local environment of the 
nuclei. In contrast to XRD, it also provides information about the materials which do not 
exhibit long range order (poorly crystalline or amorphous material). This technique is 
based on the Mossbauer effect i.e. the phenomenon of recoil-free emission of gamma rays 
from the nuclei in a solid and its resonance absorption by identical nuclei in another solid 
is known as Mossbauer effect. For the Mossbauer spectroscopy measurements presented 
in this work, we used absorption and emission of the y-ray energy from the first excited 
state (3/2) of the stable isotope ^^Fe. In the case of "Fe spectroscopy the recoil-less 14.4 
keV gamma rays are emitted by an excited ^^ Fe nucleus obtained from the decay of its 
parent ^^Co (half life =270 days). The source contains the parent nucleus of the Mossbauer 
isotope, embedded in a rigid solid matrix (Rh) to ensure a high recoil free factor [41]. The 
gamma rays emitted from the soiirce are passed through the material (absorber) which is 
being investigated and rays transmitted through the absorber are detected and counted. If 
the nuclei in the source and absorber are exact in the same environment, the gamma rays 
will be resonantly absorbed and an absorption peak will be observed. 
EMITTER NUCLEUS ABSORBER NUCLEUS 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ | \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
Gamma Gamma 
•Qvv/>CD 
DETECTOR 
Fig. 2.10: Mossbauer spectrum showing the simplest case of emitter and absorber nuclei 
in the same environment 
In order to probe the energy levels of nuclei in different environments, we must 
scan the energy of the gamma rays and is achieved by moving the source relative to 
observer. The Doppler effect produces an energy shift in the gamma ray energy by 
I 
allowing to match the resonant energy levels in the absorber. One of the simplest case is 
shown in Fig. 2.10 and the spectrum recorded is a plot of the transmission intensity versus 
source velocity in mm/s. 
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2.3.6.1 Hyperfine Interactions 
The interaction between a nucleus and its surrounding environment is called 
hyperfine interaction. In general, these interactions are very small compared to the energy 
levels of the nucleus itself, but the extreme energy resolution of the Mossbauer effect 
enables these interactions to be observed. The hyperfine interactions may shift energy 
levels or lift their degeneracy and hence will affect the shape of the Mossbauer spectrum. 
2.3.6.1.1 Isomer Shift (IS) 
The term Isomer shift (IS) arises due to the non-zero volume of the nucleus and the 
electron charge density due to s-electrons within it leading to an electric monopole 
interaction, which modifies the nuclear energy levels. The volume of the nucleus in its 
ground state and the excited states are different and the s-electrons are affected by the 
chemical environments. The relation between the s-electron density and the nuclear radius 
is given by 
I.S. = ^^Ze'{R\.-R\,j^M r - K ( 0 y |] ""^^'^^ 
where Rex and Rgd are the nuclear radii of the excited and ground state respectively, 
- e | ^„(o) I ,-e^j(o) I represent the s-electron densities of the absorber and source 
respectively and Ze is the charge on the resonant nucleus. Any difference in the s-electrons 
environment between the source and absorber thus produces a shift in the resonance 
energy of the transition called isomer shift (see Fig. 2.11 shows the isomer shift in ^^ Fe 
Mossbauer transition) which and could not be measured directly and so a suitable 
reference is necessary. In this work, in all the presented results, the isomer shifts are given 
relative to a-Fe at room temperature. In fact, isomer shift is highly sensitive to the s-
electron density, the changes in isomer shift values to different chemical environments in 
absorbers can give valuable information about the degree of covalency and ionic valance 
state of Mossbauer isotopes, distinction between high and low spin states. 
2.3.6.1.2 Electric Quadrupole Splitting 
It is assumed that the nuclear charge distribution is spherical. However, a nucleus that 
has a spin quantum number I > Vi has a non-spherical charge distribution. An asymmetric 
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charge distribution around the nucleus causes as asymmetric electric field at the nucleus 
characterized by a tensor quantity called electric field gradient (E. F. G.). 
Therefore, the interaction of the nuclear quadrupole moment with the electric field 
gradient (E. F. G.) at the site of the nucleus gives rise quadrupole splitting (QS) (see Fig. 
2.11). The electric field gradient can arise due to the atomic electrons as well as ions, 
which surround the atoms. 
In case of '^'Fe, the excited state has a spin I = 3/2 and in the presence of a non-zero 
electric field gradient this splits into two sub-levels characterized by m i= ± V2 and ± 3/2. 
This leads to a two-line spectrum separated by the quadrupole splitting. Figure 2.15 shows 
quadrupole splitting for the Mossbauer transition in ^^Fe. 
2.3.6.1.3 Magnetic Hyperfine Interaction 
A splitting arises through the coupling between the nuclear magnetic moment and the 
magnetic field at the nucleus, is called magnetic hyperfine interaction or Zeeman splitting 
(see Fig. 2.11). In general, the effective magnetic field experienced by the nucleus is a 
combination of fields from the atom itself, from the lattice through crystal field effects and 
from external applied field. This can be considered for now as a single field H, whose 
direction specifies the principal z-axis. The Hamiltonian for the interaction is given as 
H^=-^ .H = g|anI.H --(2.5) 
where Hn is the nuclear Bohr magneton, n is the nuclear magnetic moment, I is the nuclear 
spin and g is the gyromagnetic ratio. The eigen values of Hamiltonian Em are given by 
Em = -g lUn H m I — (2.5) 
where mi = + I, I-l, 1-2, -I is the magnetic quantum number representing the z-
component of I. Thus the magnetic field splits the nuclear energy levels of spin I into 
(21+1) equally spaced non-degenerate sub-levels. In case of ^^ Fe, the hyperfine splitting 
for I = 3/2 and V2 levels are shown in Fig. 2.11. In ferromagnetic iron metal, the magnetic 
field at ^^ Fe nucleus, the magnetic hyperfine field is 33 kOe at room temperature. 
Therefore, the hyperfine parameters; isomer shift, quadrupole splitting and magnetic 
hyperfine field can be extracted from the experimental spectra, taking into the account the 
emission spectra of the source. By comparing with the tabulated data, the environment of 
the absorbing atom can be determined. However, nuclei in the sample have different 
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surrounding leading to a complicated spectrum which has to be decomposed. The 
spectrums presented in this work were analyzed using NORMOS (Site/Dist) a computer 
programme developed by R. A. Brand [42]. 
Free 
atom, 
1/2 
Rfitatlve VfeJoclity 
M/2 
±1/2 
3/2 
m 
IS 
Willi QS 
"^An^innr 
IS' 
[ ly peri o IS Splil 11311 
Fig. 2.11: Isomer shift, quadrupole splitting and magnetic hyperfine splitting for the 
Mossbauer transition in Fe. 
2.3.7 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) 
A popular method for determining the magnetic properties of wide variety of 
magnetic samples is Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM). With this technique, the 
magnetic moment of a sample can be measured with high accuracy. An illustration of 
VSM is shown in Fig. 2.12. The VSM is based upon Faraday's law, according to which an 
e.m.f. is induced in a conductor by a time-varying magnetic flux. In VSM, a material is 
subjected to a uniform magnetic field and is made to undergo mechanical vibrations in the 
vicinity of pick-up coil, which causes the change in magnetic flux. This induces a voltage 
in the pick-up coils, which is proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample, hi the 
present study we have used the VSM for the magnetization measurement of 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 bulk samples fi-om 80 K to the room temperature. The 
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measurements were performed at UGC-DAE Consortium for Scientific Research, Indore, 
India. 
Vibration unit 
Sample 
l*ick-up coil 
Maiiiiet iinil 
Fig, 2.12: An illustration of Vibrating Sample Magnetometer. 
2.3.8 Superconducting Quantum Interferometery Device (SQUID) 
The SQUID magnetometer is extremely sensitive for measuring small magnetic signal; its 
sensitivity is up to 10"^  emu. The key component to the high sensitivity is the SQUID [43], 
which is super conducting ring with one (RF SQUID) or two (DC SQUED) Josephson 
junction. 
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A measurement usually performed in the SQUID (see Fig. 2.13)) magnetometer is 
by moving a sample through the superconducting detection coils, which are located 
outside the sample chamber and at the center of the magnet. As the sample moves through 
the coils, the magnetic moment of the sample induces an electric current in the detection 
coil. Since the detection coils, the connecting wires, and the SQUID input coil form a 
closed superconducting loop, so any change of magnetic flux of the detection coil will 
produce a change in the persistent current of the detection circuit, which is proportional to 
the change in the magnetic flux. The SQUID function as a highly linear current to voltage 
converter, the variations in the current in the detection coils produces corresponding 
variations in the SQUID output voltage which is proportional to the magnetic moment of 
the sample. In a fully calibrated system, measurement of the voltage variations from the 
SQUID detector as a sample is moved through the detection coils provides a highly 
accurate measurement of the sample's magnetic moment. The system can be accurately 
calibrated using a small piece of material having a known mass and magnetic 
susceptibility. In the present work PPMS, Quantum design SQUID has been employed to 
measure the magnetic property of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin films at Instrumentation Centre, 
IIT, Roorkee, India. 
The SQUID magnetometer has certain advantages over the VSM, such as it 
provides better sensitivity (of the order of 10"^  emu) in the magnetization measurement as 
compared to the VSM sensitivity (of the order of lO""* emu). This is because SQUID 
magnetometer involves superconducting Josephson junctions, which is very sensitive to 
any minute change in magnetic flux/voltage. For the operation of these Josephson 
junctions, things are maintained at liquid helium temperature. Hence, at higher 
temperature (> 300K), the measurement is difficult as liquid helium starts boiling off. 
However, in VSM pick up coils do not require cooling for their operation. Therefore, 
VSM can be operated at higher temperatures also. However, we have used both (VSM and 
SQUID magnetometer) techniques for the magnetization measurements. 
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Fig. 2.13: An illustration of SQUID Magnetometer. 
2.3.9 Alternating Gradient Force Magnetometer (AGFM) 
The Alternating Gradient Force Magnetometer (AGFM) is widely used in present-
days due to its high sensitivity and simplicity [44]. hi AGFM, as shown in Fig. 2.14, the 
sample is mounted to a piezoelectric transducer which oscillates when the sample is 
subjected to an alternating magnetic field gradient superimposed on the dc field of an 
electromagnet. The AGFM has a noise floor of ~10 emu, however great caution must be 
taken to avoid large errors in the measurement, such as carefully optimizing the sample 
position and tuning the frequency. A variety of measurements can be done on AGFM, 
such as major hysteresis loop, remanance and first order reversal curves. The sample size 
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that can be used on the AGFM is small, typically 3^3 mm .^ For the AGFM, the measured 
moment is very sensitive to sample placement due to the gradient field. To obtain the 
calibration reading, the sample and the calibration standard must be identical in mass and 
size. The piezoelectric reed sample holder of the AGFM is very fragile, must operate at the 
resonance frequency of the sample holder, which depends on the mass of the 
sample/substrate combination. A new sample usually requires re-tuning of its resonance 
frequency. When measuring low coercive sample (~ 100 Oe or smaller) it is necessary to 
reduce the magnitude of the gradient field in order to maintain accuracy. 
Fig. 2.14: Schematic diagram of an Alternating Gradient Force Magnetometer (AGFM). 
2.3.10 Electrical Transport Properties 
In the present work, the dc conductivity of the samples was measured using a 
Keithley electrometer (Model 617) in the temperature range 250 K to 400 K. The 
temperature was controlled with accuracy of ±50 mK using Lakeshore (Model 340) 
temperature controller. 
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2.3.11 Development of Temperature Dependent Automated Dielectric Measurement 
Setup 
The main objective behind the development of automated dielectric setup is to study the 
behaviour of dielectric constant of different type of materials such as: magnetic materials, 
ferroelectric and multiferroic materials etc. Such types of materials require accurate 
measurements of dielectric constant as a function of temperature and frequency. The 
dielectric constant as a function of temperature measures the unique property of the 
materials such as ferroelectric property and the transition temperature etc. The dielectric 
measurement setup was developed to study the temperature dependence of dielectric 
constant at various frequencies. 
The aim was to provide a compact dielectric set up to the researchers at lUAC, New 
Delhi, with minimum complexity, accurate and reliable measurements. For measuring 
dielectric constant of ferroelectric materials as well as high dielectric materials at low 
temperature, a variable temperature probe has been designed; by inserting this in liquid 
nitrogen (LN2) container, one can vary the temperature from 77 - 500K. The detail of the 
setup is shown in Fig. 2.15. The system is capable for following type of measurements: 
1. Frequency dependent dielectric properties. 
2. Temperature (80 K - 500 K) dependent dielectric properties. 
3. Temperature (80 K - 500 K) dependent CY measurement. 
4. Impedance and Inductance can also be measured in the temperature range 80 K -
500 K. 
A calibrated PTIOO temperature sensor is placed near to the sample on the copper plate 
for temperature measurement. A 50 W heater of LakeShore has been inserted in the hole at 
the base of copper plate. The whole of this sample holder is enclosed by removable stain 
less steel (ss) cup. When this dipstick cryostat is inserted inside the LN2 dewar, this cup 
kind of attachment is kept under rough vacuum using a rotary pump. There are ten 
electrical connections: four for sample, four for sensor and two for heater. Four shielded 
coaxial cables are for the electrical connections of the sample. These electrical connections 
travel through the thin SS tube which is about 1 meter in length. All ten connections end 
as a ten vacuum compatible female BNC connector and then six (four sensor and two 
heater) connections are terminated in a special D-type male connector through six male 
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BNC connector from the KF-40. There is sufficient and ample space to keep the samples 
for the measurement. The sample can be electrically connected using silver paste. The 
temperature of the sample is controlled using the Lakeshore temperature controller (Model 
340) and stabilized within ±50 mK. 
This setup is fully automated and program has been written using Lab View software. 
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Fig. 2.15: Schematic diagram of the cryostat 
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Fig.2.16: Behaviour of temperature dependent dielectric constant (s) at 100 kHz for BaTiOs. 
Typical dielectric measurements carried out using this setup 
In order to calibrate dielectric setup, we have performed the dielectric measurement of the 
BaTiOs in the temperature range 80K to 450K. Fig. 2.16 shows the variation of the 
dielectric constant versus temperature for BaTiOs at 100 kHz. It could be clearly seen 
from the Fig. 2.16 that BaTiOs exhibits all four phase expected transitions (i.e. Cubic —>• 
tetragonal —>• Orthorhombic^' Rhombohedral). So it can be concluded that the system is 
working with good accuracy under all required experimental conditions. 
The dielectric constant for the bulk sample was calculated by measuring the capacitance of 
the material. The capacitance as a function of frequency and temperature was measured 
using Agilent 4284A precision LCR meter. Shielded test leads were used for the electrical 
connections from the analyzer to the sample in order to avoid any parasitic impedance. 
The samples were made in the form of rectangular pellets by applying a pressure of 5 tons. 
Before starting the measurement the samples were heated at 100 °C for 1 hour, so as to 
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homogenize the charge carriers and to remove the moisture content, if any. The surface of 
the disks were polished and coated with silver paste that acts as a good contact for 
measuring the dielectric properties. 
The value of the dielectric constant (s') was calculated using the formula; 
a' = C/Co - - ( 2 . 7 ) 
where e'is the real part pf the dielectric constant, C is the capacitance of the material 
inserted between the electrodes and Co is the capacitance of the medium as air or no 
medium between the electrodes. The Co for the parallel plate capacitor can be calculated 
using the following relation 
Co = £o A/t — (2.8) 
For calculating the dielectric constant the dimensions of the pellet used for measurement 
were measured with the vernier. 
Using equ. 2.7 & 2.8, we can use following relation for the calculating the dielectric 
constant 
^ ' = C x A / ....(2.9) 
where So is permittivity in vacuum ~ 8.854 X 10"'^  C^/N.m^, C is the capacitance of the 
specimen, t is the sample thickness and A is the area of the specimen in sq. m. The 
imaginary component of dielectric constant (s") is calculated using the formula; 
£"=£'ianS —(2.10) 
where tan8 is loss tangent, proportional to the 'loss' of energy from the applied field into 
the sample (in fact this energy is dissipated into heat) and therefore denoted as dielectric 
loss. 
The ac conductivity is calculated from the data of dielectric constant and loss tangent 
(tan6) using the relation 
'^ac = ^'^0® tan S — (2.11) 
where co = 27if. 
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2.3.12 Development of Electric Field versus Polarization Measurement Setup 
Ferroelectric materials are usually defined as irreversibility of the spontaneous 
polarization by an applied electric field, the observation of the hysteresis is fundamental 
for the research on ferroelectrics. There are number of experimental setup aimed for 
measuring these loops, among these setups the Sawyer-Tower [45] circuit is one of the 
most traditional, which consists of a oscilloscope and a large integrating capacitor in series 
with the specimen. In the Sawyer-Tower circuit, a sinusoidal or triangular voltage is 
applied to one of the electrodes of the sample, and the charge Q generated in the sample is 
detected. The loop obtained using the simple Sawyer-Tower circuit is often distorted 
because of conduction current and heat dissipation as well. The significance of this 
measurement can be easily understood by examining the P-E loops for some simple linear 
devices. The P-E loop for an ideal linear capacitor is a straight line whose gradient is 
proportional to the capacitance (see figure 2.17(a)). This is because, for an ideal capacitor 
the current leads the voltage by 90 degrees, and therefore the charge (the integral of the 
current with time) is in phase with the voltage. For an ideal resistor the current and voltage 
are in phase, so the P-E loop is a elliptical shape with the centre at the origin (see figure 
2.17(b)). If these two components are combined in parallel, we get the P-E loop (see figure 
2.17(c)) which is in fact a lossy capacitor, where the area within the loop is proportional to 
the loss tangent of the device, and the capacitance is proportional to the slope. If we 
consider less ideal devices such as non linear ferroelectric materials, we would get a P-E 
loop such as shown in figure 2.17(d). It is well known that there are two charge 
measurement modes for the system, Sawyer-Tower and virtual ground amplifier mode. In 
an original Sawyer-Tower circuit there was no provision to eliminate or compensate the 
different contributions coming from non linear conductivity, capacitance of the samples 
under study and signal phase difference etc. These contributions deform the shape of the 
real hysteresis loops to some extent and in some case, may lead to misinterpretation of the 
ferroelectric character of the materials. Therefore, some modifications in the original 
Sawyer-Tower circuit are needed. Here, we have developed electric field versus 
polarization measurement setup, where we have added some new features to compensate 
the insulating resistance and linear capacitance of the ferroelectric material. This setup is 
simpler and less expensive than earlier reported, capable to extract quantitative 
information of coercive field (Ec), remanent polarization (Pr) and saturation polarization 
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(Ps). These parameters are most likely to be of interest to the materials manufacturer and 
will give a better understanding of the material behavior too. 
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Fig. 2.17(a): /Jea/ //near capacitor response Fig. 2.17(b) /Jea/ resistor response 
Fig. 2.17(c) Zo.si'y capacitor response Fig. 2.17(d) iVo«- linear ferroelectric response 
Fig. 2.18 shows the block diagram of the modified ferroelectric hysteresis loop 
tracer. A transformer is used to generate high voltage (5 kV (pp), 50 Hz). The applied 
voltage (V) can be adjusted using the variac transformer. The output of the transformer i.e. 
high voltage is applied to three different points: (i) to one electrode of the ferroelectric 
sample (ii) to the network designed for compensating both insulating resistance and linear 
capacitance of the sample and (iii) to the amplifier /attenuator whose output is directly 
connected to the X axis of an oscilloscope. The other electrode of the ferroelectric 
capacitor is connected to an operational amplifier, which is at zero volt potential (virtual 
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ground). Vs denotes the voltage across the ferroelectric sample. If Cs is the capacitance of 
the ferroelectric sample then the charge developed across the ferroelectric sample will be 
CsVs. 
Since the operational amplifier has infinite input impedance, therefore charge for 
the ferroelectric sample should come from C3 i.e. capacitor connected between the 
amplifier's output and non-inverted terminal. The charge from Cs goes into CB thus 
producing a voltage which is equal to q/Ce, so that the Op-Amp voltage is -VB- Since the 
charge should be same on both the capacitors, therefore, VB = - (CS/CB) VS. This voltage is 
proportional to the polarization of the ferroelectric sample and is inverted by an amplifier 
and than applied to the Y axis of the oscilloscope. Compensation of the linear conductivity 
of the ferroelectric sample is realized in this circuit by injecting a charge of the opposite 
sign to that produced by the Vs across the ferroelectric sample. This current is generated 
by inverting Vs and by applying it across Re- Similarly, the current through the linear 
capacitance of the sample is cancelled by applying a voltage to Cc. In our circuit Re and 
Cc have values of 10 kohm and 10 nF. Fig. 2.19 (a - d) shows the ferroelectric hysteresis 
loop of BaTi03, PNN and TGS. Fig. 2.19 (c, d) shows the hysteresis loop before and after 
the compensation at room temperature. The observed value of the ferroelectric parameters 
i.e. spontaneous polarization and coercive field are in the good agreement with values in 
the literature. 
BIAS POWER 
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5kVpp/50Hz 
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1050 
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Fig. 2.18: Block diagram of electric field (E) versus polarization (P) measurement setup. 
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Fig.2.19: Hysteresis loop ofTGS single crystal for (c) Uncompensated and (d) Compensated one. 
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1-4 2.4. Swift Heavy Ion Irradiation \ (^ "^^V ' 
To understand the swift heavy ion irradiation induced rnoamcatidnsjoOhiji-iitfns, / 
we have used Pelletron accelerator and materials science beam line at It 
2.4.1 Pelletron Accelerator 
The 15 UD Pelletron, as shown in Fig. 2.20, is a versatile, tandem type of 
electrostatic heavy ion accelerator. This is installed in a vertical configuration in an 
insulating tank of 26.5-meter height and 5.5 meter in diameter. In this machine, negative 
ions are produced and pre-accelerated to -300 keV by the cesium sputter ion source 
known as SNICS (Source of Negative Ions by Cesium Sputtering) (Now it has been 
replaced by MCSNICS (Multi Cathode SNICS). The pre-accelerated ions are injected into 
strong electrical field inside an accelerator tank filled with SFe insulating gas maintained 
at a pressure of 6-7 atmospheres. The ion beam is selected by injector magnet, which 
selects the mass of the ion using mass spectroscopy. The ions are mass analyzed by a 
dipole magnet called injector magnet and are tuned vertically to downward direction. The 
ions then enter in the strong electrical field inside the accelerator. A terminal shell of about 
1.52 meter in diameter and 3.61 meter in height is located at the center of the tank, which 
can be charged to a high voltage (~15 MV) by a pellet charging system. The negative ions 
on traversing through the accelerating tubes fi-om the column top of the tank to the positive 
terminal get accelerated. On reaching the terminal they pass through the stripper (foil or 
gas), which removes electrons from the negative ions and transforms the negative ions into 
positive ions with high charge state. For very heavy ions (A> 50), the lifetime of the 
carbon foils used in the stripper are limited to a few hours due to radiation damage. 
Therefore a gas filled canal or a combination of the gas stripper followed by a foil stripper 
is used for heavy ions. The transformed positive ions are then repelled away from the 
positively charged terminal and are accelerated towards ground potential to bottom of the 
tank. In this way same terminal potential is used twice to accelerate the ion in tandem. 
Hence, the name given to this accelerator is a Tandem Pelletron Accelerator. The final 
energy of the emerging ions from the accelerator is given by, 
where Ei is the energy of the ions having a charge state qi after stripping, Fis the terminal 
potential in MV and E decpot is the deck potential of the SNICS source. On exciting from 
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the tank, the ions are bent into horizontal plane using analyzing magnet. This magnet 
works as an energy analyzer and depending on the dipole magnetic field, ions of particular 
energy travel in the horizontal direction. The switching magnet diverts the high-energy ion 
beam into selected beam line of the beam hall. The ion beam kept centered and focused 
using steering magnets and quadruple triplet magnets. The beam line of the accelerator is 
in ultra high vacuum (UHV) condition (~10"'° mbar). The beam is monitored by beam 
profile meter (BPM) and the current is observed using Faraday cups. The entire machine is 
computer controlled and is operated from the control room. The accelerator can accelerate 
ions Irom proton to uranium from a few MeV to hundreds of MeV (200 MeV) depending 
upon the ion. 
InteKhai^ eable Ion 
jSomte 
lonAcceleratii^  Colmnn 
High Voltage 
Terminal 
SuIphurHexa Fluoride 
PeDet Chains 
Analyzer Magnet 
Injector Deck 
. . . . . . . . . . bjectorMagnet 
.. -veion 
Accelerator Tank 
•-• Chaise Stripper 
Eqnipotential Rings 
"*• +veion 
"C*- To Switdiing Magnet 
Fig. 2.20: Schematics of the 15UD Pelletron atlUAC, New Delhi, INDIA. 
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2.4.2 Materials Science Beam Line 
The accelerated beam from the Pelletron accelerator is brought to the beam hall 
and can be switched to any of the seven beam lines by using the switching magnet. 
Materials Science beam line is at 15° to the right w.r.t. the zero degree beam line. This 
beam line has three chambers-high vacuum chambers, ultra high vacuum chamber and 
goniometry chamber. The high vacuum chamber is a cylindrical shaped multiport stainless 
steel chamber. A view of the high vacuum chamber is shown in Fig. 2.21 (a). The 
irradiation experiments were performed in high vacuum chamber (~ 10" mbar) at room 
temperature in materials science beam line (see Fig. 2.21(b)). The sample to be irradiated 
was mounted on the four sides of the target ladder (on copper block). The whole body of 
the ladder is made of stainless steel and a perforated square copper block is brazed at the 
end of the ladder. The target ladder is mounted through a Wilson seal from the top flange 
of the chamber. This top flange is connected to the chamber through a flexible bellow that 
can be expanding up to U cm from its minimum position. A stepper motor in conjunction 
with suitable mechanical assembly is used to control the up and down motion of the 
ladder. The beam on the ladder can be observed by observing the luminescence of the 
beam on the quartz crystal mounted on all sides of the ladder. After the observation of the 
beam on the quartz, the sample to be irradiated is brought to the same position as that on 
the quartz by moving the ladder in the desirable position. A CCD camera is attached to 
one of the ports of the chamber for viewing the sample and the quartz position. The 
positions can be monitored using close circuit television (CCTV) in the data acquisition 
room. The magnetic scanner (that can sweep the beam by 15 mm in y-direction and 15 
mm in x-direction) ensures the uniform irradiation of samples. A cylindrical enclosure of 
stainless steel surrounds the sample ladder, which is kept at a negative potential of 120 V. 
This enclosure suppresses the secondary electrons coming out of the sample during the 
irradiation. An opening in the suppressor allows the ion beam to fail on the sample. The 
total number of particles/charges falling on the sample can be estimated by a combination 
of the current integrator and the pulse counter (Faraday cup) from which the irradiation 
fluence/dose can be measured. 
The counts for the desired ion fluence for each sample can be calculated using the 
following relation: 
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Fig. 2.21: An overview of (a) Experimental chamber and (b) materials science beam line 
at Inter-University Accelerator Center, New Delhi, India. 
No. of Counts = Dosexqxl.exlO 
Pulse Height 
- (2.9) 
2.4.3 Ion Solid Interaction 
When an energetic ion passes through the matter, it experiences a series of elastic and 
inelastic collisions with the atoms which lie in its path. These collisions occur because of 
the electrical forces between the nucleus and electrons of the projectile and those of the 
atoms which constitute the solid target. During this collision the energetic ions transfer its 
energy to nuclei (by elastic atomic collision) and electron (by ionization and excitation) of 
the target material by two processes: 
1. Elastic collision with the target atoms leading to displacement of atoms from their 
regular lattice sites. This mode of energy transfer is known as nuclear energy loss denoted 
by (dE/dX)n or Sn. It is well known mechanism of defect creation in the low energy regime 
and it has negligible contribution. 
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2. Inelastic collision with the target electrons causing their excitation/ ionization. This 
mode of energy transfer is referred to as electronic energy loss (dE/dX)e or Se. 
Fig. 2.22 shows the schematic of the two mechanisms that occur during the ion solid 
interaction. 
Electronic 
excitation 
Ionization 
/ • 
Nucleus 
Atom 
Collision 
process 
Electronic energy loss Se Nuclear energy loss S„ 
(1 keV/nucleon) ( 1 MeV / nucleon) 
Fig. 2.22: Ion-solid interaction: Demonstration of electronic and nuclear energy loss of 
an ion. 
It is well known fact that when a material is bombarded by the heavy ion irradiation, it 
creates damage zones in the material. When swift heavy ion passes through the material 
then material in the vicinity of the ions trajectory may be transformed into a disordered 
state, giving rise to the so called latent track (damage zone created along the path of the 
swift heavy ion). In case of SHI irradiation, electronic energy loss is the most 
considerable energy loss process. The emergence of these traces is the result of local 
electronic energy deposition along the ion path. Therefore, a number of experimental 
results have shown that the higher electronic excitations can induce the structural 
modifications. This implies that all the Se dependent effects induced in different materials 
are probably related to the basic energy transfer between the incident ions and the target 
atoms. Two basic models of microscopic energy transfer mechanism, namely thermal 
spike and the coulomb explosion have been used to establish the relevant parameters 
governing the basic energy transfer process. 
2.4.3.1 Thermal Spike Model 
Thermal spike model is based on the transient thermal process. This model was 
developed to explain the phase transformation after the SHI irradiation. According to this 
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model the heavy ion irradiation may increase the lattice temperature that induces solid to 
liquid phase transformation into a localized zone of few nanometer (nm), which is 
followed by the thermal quenching (lO'^ '^  K/s) of a cylindrical molten liquid along the ion 
track. This results in the formation of amorphized latent track. The threshold value for the 
creation of the latent tracks is associated with the energy needed to induce a liquid phase 
along the ion path [46, 47]. 
In this process, the incoming ion gives its energy to the electron gas in -10"'^ s 
which is calculated from the collision time of ion with electron. The local thermalization 
in electronic system will take 10''^ s to complete. Heat transfer from the electronic to 
atomic subsystem becomes substantial between 10"'"* to 10"^ ^ s depending on the 
magnitude of the coupling (electron-electron coupling and electron-phonon coupling) 
between the subsystems. The electron- phonon coupling implies the ability of electrons to 
transfer their energy to the lattice. 
2.4.3.2 Coulomb Explosion Model 
In the Coulomb explosion model [48, 49], it is assumed that the incoming ions 
scatter the target electrons and create a column/cylinder of ionized atoms and the excited 
electrons are ejected by the Coulomb repulsion. The electron excitation energy is rapidly 
shared with other electrons via electron phonon interaction. The mutual Coulomb 
repulsion of the ions produces atomic displacements leading to a dense cloud of interstitial 
atoms and vacancies along the original ion trajectory. This model seems to be well suited 
for the insulating materials. In metals, which have large electronic mean free path, the free 
elecfrons carry away the excitation energy so efficiently that the sample warms up as a 
whole without considerable atomic motion. 
In the present work, the thin films of the Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 ferrites samples 
deposited on various substrates have been irradiated with 200 MeV Ag ions. The Ag ions 
were selected to create the columnar defects. In fact, the defect morphology depends upon 
threshold value of the particular material to be irradiated [50]. The electronic energy loss, 
(dE/dx)e, of the 200 MeV Ag ion beam for the same samples is about 16.9 keV/nm, which 
is larger than the Seth, Therefore, there is a possibility of creation of columnar defects 
/tracks in the materials. 
6G 
The variation of (dE/dx) e and (dE/dx)n, calculated using SRIM code for 200 MeV 
Ag ions incident in Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 is shown in Fig. 2.23. 
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Chapter 3 
Electrical Transport, Magnetic and Electronic Structure 
Studies of MgossMnoosFea 2xTi2x04±d (0 <x< 0.5) 
TVits c]naftev preseiA t^s dttalUd study of strutctucraL, eleotncal av\^d 
m,ngiA,ett.c properties of a series of poLycrystaLLt-iA e^ m-uLttferrotc 
f^Qo^sf^^cDsFtz-sjcVkvcO^. system- prepared by a soLld-stcite rrnddov^ route. 
The effect of Tt'''^ su.bstltu.ttoiA,s- l\^ i^^o^sf^f^o.os^tz-zi^kijcO^ has beeiA, 
studied ucslt^ g A-ray diffractio\^ (XRJ^), SGfliA,iA.liA/g Blectroi^ Ml&roscopy 
( S ^ M ) , -frequevu^ij a\A,d temperature depei^ deiA t^ dieledtric spectroscopy, dc 
fliA-d flc coiA-ductlvlty, Mossbnuer spectroscopy, lsotherm,«L m,«gtA,etlzfltloiA, 
hysteresis, aiA^ d Near edge x-r«y nbsorptloi^ fiv^e sAxudcuxe (NSXAFS) 
m.easurem,ei^ts. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Ferrites are well studied materials, but due to the large interest in various potential 
applications and to understand the undergoing physical processes to tailor make these 
materials for modem technology, there has been a growing interest in study of magnetic, 
electric and structural properties of mixed spinel ferrite [1-6]. The basis for the wide range 
of applications is related to the variety of transition metal cations which can be 
incorporated into the lattice of the parent magnetic structure. Spinel ferrites crystallize into 
a cubic close packed structure of oxygen ions. The cations occupy two types of interstitial 
sites. One of them is called tetrahedral (A) site with the cation surrounded by the four 
oxygen ions in tetrahedral coordination. The other interstitial position is known as 
octahedral (B) site with cation coordinated by six oxygen ions in octahedral symmetry. In 
general, the cation distribution in spinel lattice has the form: (Ai-xMx) [AxM2-x] O4, where 
A and M are divalent and trivalent ions, respectively and x is the, so called degree of 
inversion. The round and square brackets denote the cations located at the center of the 
tetrahedral lattice of oxygen (A) and those at the octahedral (B) lattice, respectively. The 
origin of the magnetic properties of spinel oxides is the spin magnetic moment of the 
unpaired 3d electrons of the transition element coupled by the superexchange interaction 
via the oxygen ions separating them. The magnetic properties of spinel ferrites, such as 
transition temperature and saturation magnetic moment are strongly dependent on the 
distribution of cations and type of doping atom. These materials seem to be smart and 
show a variety of magnetic structures [7, 12]. 
Many research groups have studied the effect of tetravalent substitution in different 
ferrite matrix to upgrade their structural, electrical and magnetic properties. The effect of 
the substitution of Ti ions on the magnetic, electric and dielectric properties of ferrite has 
been extensively studied by many authors [13-17]. Brand et al. [14] found in case of 
Mgi+xTixFe2-2x04 that on increasing dilution x, the collinear ferrimagnetic phase breaks 
down before reaching the ferrimagnetic percolation threshold and for the higher 
concentration of Ti, system approach towards the spin-glass behavior. Dormann et al. [6] 
have also studied the magnetization measurements of Ti'^ '^  substituted lithium ferrite using 
different techniques and suggested the possibility of canted spin arrangements to explain 
the magnetization measurements. It was observed that substitution of Ti ions to Mg-Zn 
ferrite [15] and Li ferrite [16] reduces their electrical conductivity. Also in Ni-Zn ferrite, 
the Ti substitution reduced their dielectric constant and dielectric loss [17]. 
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The motivation behind the doping of Ti'^ '^  (3d°) ions in Mg-Mn ferrite was: (i) To 
develop the new multiferroic materials, since it is well known from the literature that all 
the ferroelectric materials like BaTiOs, PbTiOs etc have a transition metal cation with 3d 
configuration, (ii) It is well known fi-om the literature that the doping of the tetravalent 
element in ferrite upgrades their structural, electrical and also induces variety of magnetic 
structure. Among the various spinel ferrites, we have chosen Mg-Mn matrix because it is 
soft magnetic material with very low cubic magneto crystalline anisotropy, low coercivity 
and moderate saturation magnetization (~ 2400-2600 Gauss), such properties of Mg-Mn 
ferrite suggest that this material is a good candidate for the various technological 
applications. In this chapter, we studied the effect of Ti ion on the structural, electrical, 
electronic structure and magnetic properties of Mg-Mn ferrite. 
3.2 Results and Discussion 
3.2.1 X-ray Diffraction 
X-ray diffraction technique was employed to understand the structural phase 
identification of the Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 materials. Further, to understand the effect of 
Ti ions substitution on various parameters. 
Figure 3.1 shows the powder x-ray diffraction pattern of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 
(0 < X < 0.5) ferrite samples. The room temperature XRD patterns were analyzed using 
Powder-X software [18]. From the analysis, it is observed that all the samples exhibit a 
single phase nature with structural transformation from cubic spinel to tetragonal after the 
substitution of Ti ions. The structural transformation is supported by the reflection from 
(002) and (212) planes in XRD pattern for x > 0.0, which are missing in pure Mg-Mn 
ferrite. It is clearly evident from the XRD pattern and analysis that with increase in the Ti 
substitution numbers of peaks (reflection planes) are increasing and a/c ratio also increases 
(see table 3.1). The increase in a/c ratio implies the origin of tetragonality of the lattice. 
The variation in lattice parameters extracted using Powder-X software is shown in table 
3.1. The structural fransformation is attributed to the replacement of Fe^ ^ (0.64 A) with the 
Ti^ ^ (0.67 A) ions at B-site [19-21]. Consequently, Ti^ "* ions move from the centre of 
octahedra and distort the octahedral symmetry. It is also clear from the calculated lattice 
parameters value that the Ti ions stretch the unit cell along a-b plane and contract along 
the c axis. It is also evident from the XRD analysis that unit cell volume increases from 
579.91 A^ to 599.92 A^  (shown in table 3.1) with doping of Ti ions due to the formation of 
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Fe^ "^  (0.83A) ions to maintain the charge neutrality in the system. It has been found that 
with increase in Ti substitution, the system remains in tetragonal phase. 
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Fig. 3.1: X-ray powder diffraction pattern of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 (0 < x < 0.5) 
samples. 
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Table 3.1: Lattice constant and unit cell volume of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 (0<x<0.5) 
samples 
Lattice 
Parameters/Cone. 
(X). 
a = b(A) 
c(A) 
a/c 
Volume (A') 
X = 0.0 
a = 8.335 
a = 8.335 
1.0 
579.912 
X = 0.1 
9.0339 
7.3458 
1.229 
597.803 
X = 0.2 
9.044 
7.325 
1.234 
598.813 
X = 0.4 
9.0478 
7.321 
1.235 
599.235 
X = 0.5 
9.053 
7.320 
1.237 
599.923 
3.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
In order to understand the morphology and grain size and shape of the Mg-Mn ferrite with 
Ti substitution, SEM study has been carried out. The SEM micrographs were taken at 
1000 magnification at different parts of the samples. The SEM images of pure and Ti 
substituted samples are shown in Fig. 3.2 (a-d). It is clear from the SEM micrograph that 
the micro-structure is changed with the doping of Ti ions. By having a closer look on these 
micro-structures, it is found that shape of the grains in undoped sample is about spherical 
and have inter granular diffusion. As the Ti ions are substituted (10%) the size of the 
microstructure increases and has a non-spherical shape. At the 20% doping the size of the 
microstructure becomes needle type and with further increase in the Ti substitution size of 
the microstructure decreases and looks like pyramid. Therefore, it is clear from the these 
micrograph that with the substitution of ion, numbers of pores are reduced as a result of 
which the individual grains come closer to each other and the effective area of grain 
contact increases. This, in turn, results in greater densification or less porosity, due to 
which the conductivity of the system is also increased. (See section 3.2.3.4) 
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Fig. 3.2: SEM micrograph of the Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 compounds (a) x = 0.0 (b) x = 0.1 (c) x 
0.2(d)x = O5 
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3.2.3 Electrical Properties 
3.2.3.1 Dielectric Constant 
Figure 3.3(a) shows the dielectric constant as a function of frequency for Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-
2xTi2x04 (0 < X < 0.5) at room temperature in frequency range 75 kHz to 5 MHz. It is 
observed that all studied samples exhibit dispersion behaviour, i.e., the dielectric constant 
decreases with increase in the frequency. This is the general dielectric behaviour observed 
in most of the ferrite materials, which can be explained with interfacial polarization 
predicted by the Maxwell-Wagner model [22] in agreement with Koop's 
phenomenological theory [23]. According to these models, the dielectric materials can be 
imagined as a heterogeneous structure consisting of well conducting grains separated by 
thin layer of poorly conducting substances (grain boundaries). 
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Fig. 3.3(a): Dielectric constant as a function of frequency of the Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 
samples at room temperature 
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These grain boundaries could be formed during the sintering process, either by superficial 
reduction or oxidation of crystallites in the porous materials as a result of their direct 
contact with the firing atmosphere [24]. The grain boundaries of the lower conductivity 
were found to be effective at lower frequencies while grains of high conductivity are 
effective at high frequencies [17, 23, 25, 26]. In this case, the applied voltage on the 
sample drops mainly across the grain boundaries, which results in the build up of space 
charge polarization depending upon the available free charge carriers. The observed 
decrease in the value of dielectric constant with increasing frequency may also be 
attributed to the fact that the electron exchange between Fe"^ ^ and Fe'^ '^  ions cannot follow 
the change of the external applied field beyond a certain frequency. 
The variation of the dielectric constant as a fiinction of Ti"*^  ion substitution at 
various frequencies is shown in Fig. 3.3(b). However, for all the compositions, the 
dielectric constant is always higher than that of the pure Mg-Mn ferrite. It is observed that 
the dielectric constant increases with an increase in the Ti concentration up to 20% after 
that it decreases. In Mg-Mn ferrite Fe ions occupy the tetrahedral (A) as well as octahedral 
(B) sites respectively. 
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Fig, 3.3(b) Dielectric constant as function of composition of the Mgo.g5Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 
samples at room temperature 
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,3+ When Ti ions are substituted in place of Fe ions, some of the Fe ions convert into 
Fe , in order to maintain the charge neutrahty in the system, which is also clear from the 
x-ray diffraction, where the unit cell volume increases with the substitution (see table 3.1). 
It has also been confirmed by NEXAFS studies (see section 3.2.5). Initially, it increases 
the hopping between Fe^ ^ to Fe^ ^ ions, thereby decreasing the resistance of the grain. The 
probability of reaching the electron at grain boundary is enhanced. As a result, the 
polarization and hence the dielectric constant increases. The dielectric constant has 
maximum value up to 20% doping because with further substitution of Ti ions, the total 
concentration of Fe ions itself is decreasing, hence dielectric constant starts decreasing. 
Fig. 3.4(c) shows the variation of the loss tangent as a flinction of frequency of all the 
samples. It is clear from the Fig. 3.4(c) that dielectric loss tangent (tan 5) is very low and 
for pure and for x=0.1, it is decreasing with the frequency. For higher substitution values, 
it is almost independent of frequency. 
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Fig. 3.4(c): Loss tangent (tan d) as a function of frequency of the Mgo,95Mno,o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 
samples at room temperature 
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3.2.3.2 AC Conductivity 
The ac conductivity calculated using equation (cr^^ = s'Sf^cotanS) for the samples over the 
wide range of frequencies (75 kHz - 5 MHz) at room temperature is shown in Fig. 3.5(a). 
It is observed that ac conductivity increases rapidly at lower frequency and slowly at the 
higher frequency. The electrical conduction mechanism can be explained using the 
electron hopping model suggested by Heikes and Johnson [27]. 
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Fig, 3.5 (a): ac conductivity as a function of frequency of the Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2.2xTi2x04 
samples. 
According to this model, the conduction could be due to the electron hopping between two 
nearest octahedral sites (B-sites) in the spinel lattice and hopping of electron between Fe"^ ^ 
and Fe""^  ions. It is clear from Fig. 3.5(a) that the ac conductivity increases with the doping 
and becomes maximum for 20% doping. This indicates that the hopping of charges 
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between Fe"^ ^ and Fe"^ ^ ions at octahedral site is maximum for 20% doping and after that it 
decreases due to the reduction in the concentration of Fe ions in the system, hi general for 
granular oxide ceramic materials, the ac conductivity follows the power law behaviour 
with frequency given as [26, 28]: 
cr„. = Aco' --(3.1) 
where ^ is a constant having the unit of the conductivity and the exponent s is a 
dimensionless parameter and ro is the angular frequency at which the conductivity was 
measured. In the present case, the exponent (s) was calculated for all composition at room 
temperature over the studied range of frequency by plotting In cr^ ^ versus In co, according 
to equation (3.1) shown in Fig. 3.5(b). The exponent s is a measure of the degree of 
correlation, i.e., s should be zero for random hopping and tends to one as the correlation 
increases. Table 3.2 shows the values of exponent (s) for all the samples. In the present 
systems s values have been found between 0.5 and 0.8, which indicates that there is a 
strong correlation of electron in these systems. Our results are in well agreement with the 
reported results of other workers [29, 30]. 
Table 3.2: Frequency exponent (s) and activation energy of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2.2xT'i2x04 (0 
<x< 0.5) samples 
Parameters/Cone. 
(x). 
Frequency exponent 
(s) 
Activation energy 
(E)eV 
X = 0.0 
0.582 
0.318 
X = 0.1 
0.743 
0.242 
X = 0.2 
0.740 
0.174 
X = 0.4 
0.787 
0.204 
X = 0.5 
0.690 
0.227 
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Fig. 3.5(b): Variation of log a and log co of the Mgo,95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 samples at room 
temperature. 
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3.2.3.3 Temperature Dependent Capacitance Measurement 
On the present studied samples we have also performed capacitance (Cp) measurements as 
a flinction of temperature to see the ferroelectric transition in these materials, which may 
be possible due to the fact that the substituted Ti"^ "* has d° configuration. A number of 
theoretical and experimental groups have observed that almost all the ferroelectric 
perovskites such as BaTiOs, PbTiOs [31] contain non-magnetic transition metal ions with 
empty d-shell (d° configuration). The presence of the d° has been found to play an 
important role in the formation of a ferroelectric state [32, 33], 
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Fig.3.5(c) Capacitance as a function of temperature at 100 kHz 
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From the literature it is also found that in all these systems ferroelectricity originates from 
the shift of the transition metal ions from the center of the Oe octahedron, as a result one 
(or three) stronger covalent bond forms with the neighboring oxygen atoms instead of six 
weakened bonds [31]. Fig. 3.5 (c) shows the capacitance as a function of temperature at 
100 kHz for X = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4. The C^ increases with the temperature and exhibits a 
peak at the ferroelectric transition. All the samples show similar behavior depending upon 
the concentration of Ti"^ "*. Such type of dielectric behaviour implies a ferroelectric 
transition in these materials, as observed in well-known perovskite systems such as 
BaTiOs, PbTiOs [31]. The presence of such type of feature in dielectric constant as a 
function of temperature may be due to two possible reasons: (i) due to some type of 
structural transformation in these materials and (ii) due to the formation of electrical 
dipoles and their ordering. In the present case we can say these samples have tetragonal 
structure at room temperature, which implies that Ti"^ "* substitutions have created non-
centro symmetry in this material. The presence of non-centro symmetry is an essential 
component for the presence of ferroelectricity in the materials. One can say that these 
materials exhibit magnetic ordering (see section 3.2.4) as well as weak ferroelectric 
behaviour. From the observed behaviour we propose that these materials exhibit 
multiferroic property. 
3.2.3.4 Temperature Dependence DC Conductivity 
The effect of temperature on dc electrical conductivity of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 (0 < x 
< 0.5) ferrites, investigated from 250 K to 400 K, is shown in Fig. 3.6. The electrical 
conductivity o increases with temperature, T. This can be attributed to the increase in the 
drift mobility of electric charge carriers, which are thermally activated upon increasing the 
temperature. The observed increase in a with the temperature is similar to the 
semiconductors behaviour, which follows the Arrhenius relation, 
(J = OQ exp {--^] 
^ ""^  ^ — (3.2) 
where a; is the pre-exponential factor with dimension of QL'^ cm"' K, Ea is the activation 
energy for the electrical conduction and k is the Boltzman constant. The activation energy 
has been calculated from the plot of log (odc) vs. (10^/T) and is shown in table 3.2. From 
the table 3.2, it is clear that activation energy decreases with substitution of Ti ions and 
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has minimum value at 20% doping due to decrease in the resistance of grains. These 
results are also consistent with the ac conductivity and dielectric constant measurements. 
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Fig. 3.6: dc conductivity as function of temperature of the Mgo.gsMno.osFe2-2xTi2x04 
samples. 
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3.2.4 Magnetic Properties 
To understand the effect of the doping of non magnetic ions on the magnetic 
interactions and the local environment of the '^'Fe nuclei, we have performed isothermal dc 
magnetization and Mossbauer study for all the concentrations. In contrast to XRD, 
Mossbauer spectroscopy also provides information whether a system exhibits a long range 
order (poorly crystalline or amorphous material) or not. 
3.2.4.1 Mossbauer Spectroscopy 
The Mossbauer spectra of all samples were recorded at room temperature in absence of 
magnetic field. The fitted Mossbauer spectra for all the samples are shown in Fig. 3.7. 
Here, the solid lines represent the fitted Lorentzian curve obtained after a number of 
iterations having a minimum x^  value. For x = 0.0 and 0.1, a well-defined Zeeman pattern 
consisting of two separate sextets were observed [34], which can be attributed to the 
distribution of iron at tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites. Whereas for x = 0.2, 0.5 the 
spectra are fitted with two sextets and one doublet also. All experimentally observed 
spectra were fitted using a NORMOS (SITE/DIST) [4] program. The value of isomer-shift 
calculated from the fitting of the Mossbauer spectra of Ti'^ '* substituted Mgo^ sMno.osFea-
2xTi2x04 is shown in table 3.3. The value of the isomer-shift relative to the natural iron for 
all samples shows a systematic change at A and B site with the substitution of Ti'^ '*. It 
indicates that s-electron charge distribution of Fe ions is influenced by the increased 
concentration of Ti'^ '* ions, since the isomer shift, of a particular nuclear transition of the 
Mossbauer source, is dependent only on the s-electron charge density of the absorber. The 
value of isomer-shift at A-site is less than that of at B-site i.e. IS (A) < IS (B). Such a 
variation in the isomer-shift can be due to the large bond separation in Fe"^ ^ - O^ " for 
octahedral as compared to that of tetrahedral ions [35-37]. Due to the smaller overlapping 
of orbitals of Fe"^ ^ and O^ " ions, the covalency effect is small which results in the large 
isomer-shift at octahedral sites. 
When Ti"^  is substituted in Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204, a paramagnetic doublet appears 
within the sextet, which may be due to the interaction of the electric field gradient (EFG) 
with the quadrupole moment of Fe^ ^ nucleus and the reduction of interaction between Fe 
ions due to the Ti dilution. The origin of the EFG in the system is due to deviation of 
symmetry from the cubic spinel structure to tetragonal. The analysis of the Mossbauer 
spectra shows that the quadrupole splitting (shown in table 3.3), increases with the Ti"^ "^  
substitution, which indicates that interaction of electric field gradient with quadrupole 
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moment of Fe^ ^ nucleus increases. A complementary result observed from the XRD 
analysis is that the Ti^ '^  occupies the B site and distorts the octahedral symmetry resulting 
in tetragonality of the lattice and EFG in the system. 
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Fig. 3.7: Mossbauer spectra of Mgo.9sMno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 system recorded at room 
temperature. 
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Table 3.3 Calculated values of Isomer shift (I.S.), quadmpole splitting (Q.S.), hyperfine 
magnetic field (BHF) and electric field gradient (EFG) ofMgo.95Mno.o5Fe2.2xTi2x04±d-
Cone. 
X 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.4 
0.5 
IS (mm/s) 
A B 
0.24 
0.27 
0.26 
0.28 
0.27 
0.31 
0.37 
0.27 
0.29 
0.35 
QS (mm/s) 
A B 
0.00 -0.01 
0.00 -.090 
-0.00 -0.01 
-0.03 0.07 
-0.05 -0.20 
BHF 
A 
46.26 
43.99 
41.11 
35.33 
28.05 
(Tesla) 
B 
48.66 
47.53 
44.93 
40.59 
34.80 
EFG 
(V/m )^X10^° 
A B 
0.27 0.52 
0.28 3.18 
1.83 0.39 
1.16 2.29 
— 
Paramagnetic doublet 
IS QS EFG 
(V/m )^X10^° 
— 
— 
0.31 -0.65 22.17 
0.38 -0.66 22.51 
0.34 0.70 
*LS. is relative to a-Fe at room temperature 
The hyperfine magnetic field at A and B site in the Ti"^ "^  substituted Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-
2xTi2x04 samples, shown in table 3.3, decreases with increase in the substitution of Ti"*"^  
ions. From the analysis of the spectra it is observed that hyperfine field at A site decreases 
fi-om 46.26 Tesla to 28.05 Tesla. On the other hand, the hyperfine field at B-site decreases 
from 48.66 Tesla to 34.80 Tesla as the concentration of Ti"^ "* ion increases Irom x = 0.0 to 
X = 0.5. Such a variation in the effective magnetic field of two sublattices could be 
understood on the basis of the supertransferred hyperfine field [38] and Neel's Molecular 
field theory [39]. Basically, the hyperfine field (Heff) at a lattice site is due to the core 
polarization of site ion, but its variation is due to the supertransferred hyperfine field. This 
variation in the hyperfine field may be attributed to the fact that the substitution of non-
magnetic Ti"^ '^  ion, occupying the B site, decreases the hyperfine field at A site and some 
non-magnetic ions of Mg^ ^ migrate from B site to A site which decreases hyperfine field 
at B site. The replacement of antiferromagnetically coupled neighbor with non-magnetic 
Ti"^ "* ions will lead to the spin reduction, decreasing the hyperfine field. Since inter-
sublattice exchange (AB) interactions are stronger than intrasublattice (AA or BB) 
exchange interactions, the increase in the concentration of non-magnetic Ti"^ "* ions 
decrease the supertransferred hyperfine field AB interactions or reduce the magnetic 
interactions between Fe ions, as a result, internal magnetic field would decrease. Also the 
BB interactions would decrease the net internal magnetic field as it strongly depends on 
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the angle between the spins. All these modifications also may be due to the reduction of 
interaction between Fe ions by Ti dilution. 
3.2.4.2 DC Magnetization Study 
Fig. 3.8 shows the isothermal dc magnetization hysteresis loops of 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2.2xTi2x04 (0 < x < 0.5) at 300 K. It is clearly evident from Fig. 3.8 that all 
the samples show ferrimagnetic behaviour above room temperature and the value of 
saturation magnetization found to decrease with the increase in the concentration of Ti 
ions. Further, we have also calculated, the magneton number (n^) from the hysteresis data 
(M-H curve) taken at room temperature by using the relation [40] 
molecular weight x saturation magnetization ,. ,, 
n„ = —(3.3) 
' 5585 
The calculated values of n^ are (see Fig. 3.9) found to decrease with the increase in the 
concentration of Ti ions suggesting a decrease in the net magnetic moment of the system. 
The magneton number ns decreases linearly with the Ti substitution, which implies that 
the system follows the Neel's two sublattice model. The observed decrease in rig can be 
explained in terms of Neel's two sublattice model of ferrimagnetism given as; 
nl=M,(x)-M,(x) - - (3.4) 
-W 
where n^ is the Neel magnetic moment per formulae unit in /Jg Mg and M^ 
respectively are B and A sub-lattice magnetic moment in fig . This can be explained with 
the fact that Ti'^ ^ ions have a strong preference to occupy the octahedral site [19-21], 
thereby reducing the number of magnetic ions at B site and thus decreases the net 
magnetic moment of the system. 
In order to see the effect of non-magnetic (Ti"*"^ ) ion substitution on the 
ferrimagnetic transition temperature, zero field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) 
magnetization measurement has been performed. Fig. 3.10 shows the ZFC and FC dc 
magnetization as a function of temperature for Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 (0 < x < 0.6). In 
ZFC process, the sample was cooled in zero field from 300 K to 85 K and the 
magnetization was measured in the presence of a low magnetic field ( H = 30 Oe) during 
the warming up cycle. In FC process, the same field was applied while cooling the sample 
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from 300 K to 85 K and the magnetization measurements were performed during the 
warming up cycle. It is observed that the magnetization decreases with increase in the 
temperature, an enhanced thermal energy at higher temperature (as compared to magnetic 
exchange energy) is responsible for this observed magnetization behaviour. The reason 
behind the bifurcation of ZFC & FC curves may be due to the competition between 
thermal energy and magnetic exchange energy causing disorder of spins in ZFC which 
results less magnetic moment than that of FC, where additional external magnetic field 
suppresses the thermal energy. From the ZFC and FC dc magnetization curve, it can be 
clearly seen that up to 50% doping of Ti ions, systems exhibit a ferrimagnetic ordering at 
room temperature and with further increase in Ti ions (at 60%) substitution, ferrimagnetic 
transition temperature decreases to 280 K. This decrease in the transition temperature may 
be attributing to the fact that the replacement of antiferromagnetically coupled neighbour 
with non-magnetic Ti"^ "* ions will lead to the dilution of the sub-lattice (the spin reduction), 
as a result, the exchange interactions between the magnetic ions get weakened and as a 
consequence, the transition temperature decreases. 
I I I I I I I I 
-1000 -800 -600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 800 1000 
H(Oe) 
Fig. 3.8: Magnetization hysteresis of Mgo,gjMno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 as a function of magnetic 
field at 300K. 
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Fig. 3.9: Magneton number (ne) as function of composition for Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 
samples at room temperature 
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Fig.3.10; Temperature-dependence of zero field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled 
(FC) magnetization ofMgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 measured in the presence ofH^ 30 Oe. 
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3.2.5 Near edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) 
To understand the electronic structure of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 system, near 
edge x-ray absorption studies at different edges such as O- K edge, Fe K and L edges and 
Ti L-edges have been performed. 
3.2.5.1 O - K Edge 
The O K-edge NEXAFS spectra of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 (0 < x < 0.5) along with FeO, 
Fe203 and Ti02 are shown in Fig. 3.11. The O K-edge spectra fundamentally reflect a 
transition from the O Is core state to the unoccupied O 2p derived states, which are 
hybridized states with the comparatively narrow 3d and broader 4sp bands of the 3d 
transition metal ions [41]. The O K-edge spectrum for x = 0.0 has low energy features so 
called pre-edge peaks Ai(t2g) and Bi(eg) are formed by the transitions of O 2p hybridized 
with Fe 3d states and thus, more sensitive to the changes in the electronic structure caused 
by charge and orbital ordering effects. These two low energy features are strongly 
overlapped with each other. The higher energy features above 535 eV are attributed to the 
oxygen p states hybridized with metal (Fe and Ti) 4^ and 4p states [42-44]. First of all we 
would like to compare the spectrum of x = 0.0 with reference compounds of FeO and 
Fe203. The low energy feature in Fe203 is characterized by a doublet like feature, while in 
FeO it is characterized by one peak. This difference can be explained by the simple one-
electron transition model. For Fe203, the five d electrons are not sufficient to completely 
occupy the three degenerated t2g orbitals, making both the t2g and Cg orbitals available for 
the NEXAFS transitions. On the other hand, the six d electrons in FeO completely occupy 
the t2g orbitals, giving rise to only one transition that is related to Cg orbitals. By 
comparing the spectra of x == 0.0 with these reference compounds, it seems that the low 
energy features are similar to that of Fe203 while the high energy features well match with 
that of FeO. In other words, we can say that spectrum for x = 0.0 can be reproduced by the 
superposition of the spectra of Fe203 and FeO, which suggests that the 3d orbitals may 
have more than one symmetry. 
It is clear from the O K-edge of NEXAFS spectra that the substitution of Ti ions in 
Mg- Mn ferrite leads to an extensive redistribution of low energy features of Fe 3d (tag and 
Cg) states towards high energy region which is consistent with results of XRD and electric 
transport measurements. The high energy features above 535 eV remain to be unaffected. 
At 20% substitution of Ti ions, the primitive/»-(i hybridization has been damaged seriously 
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by bringing t2g and eg orbitals more close to each other. This structural and valent features 
will definitely influence their magnetic behaviour and electronic transport at x = 0.20. At 
higher Ti concentrations, x > 0.3, a new spectral feature (-532 eV) just above the Bi(eg) 
starts appearing, which is supposed to be the Cg orbital of the Ti 3^ band hybridized with O 
2p orbitals. Also the high energy features got modified. The feature around 540 eV 
becomes a broad peak, while the another feature at 546 eV got completely vanished. These 
structural changes may be interpreted in terms of competition between hybridization of Ti 
M and Fe 3d with O 2p orbitals. Moreover, it is noted that the first peak, which is related 
to the tag orbitals starts shifting towards high energy side with the doping of Ti ions and 
the overall shift of 0.25 eV is observed. Thus we can say that at higher Ti substitution, the 
hybridization between O 2p with Ti 3<i dominates, which indicates that more holes are 
added to the system, modifying the electronic-transport properties of the present 
compound. The addition of the holes to the system will definitely change the electronic 
state of Fe, i.e., Fe^ ^ states will be converted to Fe"^ ^ states to keep the charge neutrality. 
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Fig. 3.11; Oxygen (O) K-edge NEXAFS spectra of FeO, Fe203, Ti02 and 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 samples. 
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3.2.5.2 Fe L3,2 and K Edge 
To investigate the valence state of Fe, we have measured the Fe L3,2 edge spectra. 
Fig. 3.12 presents the normalized Fe L^i edge NEXAFS spectra of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-
2xTi2x04 (0 < X < 0.5) along with the reference compounds Fe203 and FeO. These spectra 
are primarily due to the Fe 2p-3d hybridization and are strongly influenced by the core-
hole potentials. The intensity of these lines can be regarded as a measure of the total 
unoccupied Fe 3d states. The two broad multiple structures, L3 and L2 are well known for 
reference compounds Fe203 and FeO. The main difference between the spectra of the 
reference compounds can be clearly seen at the L3 feature. The differences are attributed to 
the variety of 3^ electron configuration of Fe ions (Fe^ "^  or Fe"'"^ ) and the indication of local 
symmetry (tetrahedral or octahedral). The L3 feature of Fe203 is characterized by a well 
developed doublet, a small intensity peak marked as A2 and a main peak marked as B2, 
while in FeO the first peak becomes a shoulder of the main peak [45, 46]. These two 
spectral features in the L3 region were assigned to Fe tag and eg sub-bands, respectively. 
First of all, we would like to understand the spectrum of pure compound i.e. x=0.0. The 
observed features are similar to the admixture of FeO and FeaOs which implies that in the 
pure system Fe is present in both the states (Fe* and Fe*^). However, the overall 
NEXAFS profiles are similar between spectra of all compositions and L3 features closely 
resemble to that of the admixture of FeO and Fe203 reference compound but on 
substitution of Ti the shoulder is becoming broad. From the nominal composition, Fe ion 
should be trivalent Fe^ "^  as well as divalent Fe"^ ,^ which is in agreement with some previous 
works, testified that some Fe^ "^  may also exist during sintering process and moreover the 
partial reduction of Fe^ "^  ions to Fe^ "^  ion take place at elevated firing temperature. In the 
present studies the pure system (x=0.0) also has both states due to the synthesization and 
on substitution of Ti'^ '*, the Fe*^  may be converted to Fe* .^ Therefore, it is necessary to 
clarify the Fe valence state. 
It is well known fact that the electronic properties of these type of spinel oxide 
materials are strongly dependent on the cation distribution between the site (A) 
'tetrahedraf and the site (B) 'octahedraf. The NEXAFS spectra can be roughly 
interpreted as the superposition of the independent contribution Irom Fe^ "^  and Fe^ "^  ions 
under the octahedral (Oh) and tetrahedral (Td) local symmetry. Kuiper et al. [47] reported 
that the multiplet structures of Fe^ "^  ions are richer than those of Fe^ "^  ions. By having a 
close look at the observed spectra of studied compositions, specially the L3 features, it is 
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not possible to decide for the valance state of the Fe ions based on the present data alone. 
As L3 region exhibits a distinctive shoulder together with the main peak and the shape of 
the shoulder more or less remains to be same with the Ti dilution. The only difference we 
found that the intensity ratio of main peak to the shoulder peak shows a small decrease as 
a fiinction of x. There are two possible explanations for this (a) the ground state is a 
mixture of 3(/Z (where Z denotes a ligand hole) and Zdt, or (b) the ground state remains 
essentially 3d^Z, but the 3d^  part contains more than one symmetry. However, we want 
to make a few remarks based on the above discussion. If we assume that the ground state 
of Fe ions is a mixture of Fe^ "^  and Fe'^ "^  then there is no electron transfer between Fe^ "^  and 
Fe^ "^  cations in the entire compositional range, it means Ti efficiently blocks the electrons 
transfer between Fe^ "^  and Fe'''^  ions, indicating a robust Fe^ '^ /Fe^ '^  channel independent of 
the structural defects. Moreover, because of the soft x-rays energy at L3^ 2-edges, electron 
yield measurements are strongly sensitive to the surface and such measurements are 
difficult for Fe^ "^  ions, which can be easily oxidized. To avoid surface effects, we used 
hard x-rays at the K- edge (Is-^ p) of Fe ions. The edge energy of x-ray absorption 
increases typically with increase of the oxidation number of the species under study. Fig. 
3.13 shows the Fe K- edge NEXAFS spectra of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2.2xTi2x04 (0 < x < 0.5) 
along with FeO and Fe203 for comparison. The pre-edge peak near 7111 eV (marked by 
an arrow) results from \s to Id transition and has a significant intensity because of Zd-lp 
orbital mixing [48]. In general, pre-edge centroid position depends strongly on the Fe 
oxidation state, whereas the pre-edge intensity is mostly influenced by the Fe coordination 
geometry. Low intensities refer to the geometries with center of symmetry (e.g., 
octahedral); high intensity refer to non-centrosymmetric geometries (e.g., tetrahedral) [49]. 
The pre-edge peak of the studied system having high intensity as compared to standard 
compounds, suggesting increased number of ltd vacancies on which one may excite the 
core electron. At the same time, the pre-edge intensity decreases with Ti-doping, 
indicating as the Fe site is distorted from tetrahedral to octahedral symmetry. Inset in Fig. 
3.13 represents the extended view of the main edge region of Fe K-edge spectra. The main 
edge position at -7133 eV which is very close to the standard Fe203 edge confirms that 
Fe^ "^  is dominant oxidation state, with Fe^ "^  component being too low to be detected by L-
edge NEXAFS (as discussed above). As evident, all the samples show the Fe^ '^ -Fe^ * 
mixed-valent states and the main crest position moves towards lower energies with the 
substitution of Ti ions. Thus, we can say that Fe ions are in the mixed-valent states (Fe^ "^ -
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Fe^ "^ ) and the substitution of Ti"*"^  ions causes a increase in the concentration of Fe^ "^  in the 
system. These spectral differences reflect the difference in the structural environment of 
Fe^ "^  and Fe'^ '^ , respectively. 
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Fig. 3.12: Iron (Fe) Z5,2-edge NEXAFS spectra of the Mgo.95Mno.osFe2-2xTi2x04 samples. 
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Fig, 3.13: Iron (Fe) K -edge NEXAFS spectra of the Mgo,95Mno,o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 samples, 
where inset provides the extended view of the main crest position. 
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3.2.5.3 TiLs, 2 Edge 
Fig. 3.14 shows the Ti Lsa-edge NEXAFS spectra of the entire compositions. The 
spectra are split into L3 and L2 regions by the spin orbit interactions, reflecting transitions 
of Ti 2p core electrons into Ti 3d states in the conduction bands. The La-edge features are 
broadened compared to those of the L3 edge, owing to the increased Coster-Kroning 
Auger decay channel [50] for the L2 edge. The four intense peaks distributed from 456 to 
466 eV can be assigned as 2p3/2t2g (A3), Ip^aQg (B3), 2pi/2t2g (C3), and IpmCg (D3) based on 
the calculation of the dipole transition probability from Ti 3^/ to 2p^3d\ Indeed, atomic 
multiplet calculations of de Groot et al. [51] have suggested that these multiple peaks are 
mainly due to strong Coulomb interactions between poorly screened Ti 3d electrons and 
the Ti 2p core hole. It is known that the separation between the two main peaks in the L3 
(peak A3 and B3) and L2 (peak C3 and D3) edge is associated with the crystal-field splitting 
modified by strong exchange interaction, de Groot et al [51] have reported a series of Ti"^ "^  
2p -edge absorption spectra calculated for different crystal field strengths. As can be seen 
, there is no main difference in the absorption spectra of all the compositions, except the 
gain in spectral weight of each peaks indicating the increasing in the Ti concentration. We 
compared the measured spectra of all compositions with the L3, 2 titanium absorption 
spectra of the SrTiOs compound, which possessed practically perfect octahedral site 
symmetry for titanium atoms. Also the separation between various observed peaks are 
well matches with Ti"^ "^  2p-edge spectra in octahedral symmetry calculated by de Groot et 
al and other mixed perovskite compounds. It is estimated that the \0 Dq for this entire 
series is around 2.1 eV. Therefore, this result implies that the valency of Ti remains 
unchanged at 4+. 
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Fig.3.14: Titanium (Ti) I3, 2-edge NEXAFS spectra of the Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 
samples. 
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3.3 Conclusions 
In summary, we have successfully synthesized polycrystalline bulk samples of 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 (0 < x < 0.5) by standard solid state reaction technique. The 
effect of the doping of non magnetic ion Ti"*"^  in Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 was studied by means 
of structural, microstructural, electrical, magnetic, Mossbauer spectroscopy and NEXAFS. 
The following observations have been made on the basis of several experiments performed 
on the bulk samples. 
(i) The XRD analysis of Mgo.5Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04 indicates that all samples exhibit a 
single phase nature with structural transition from cubic spinel to tetragonal due to the Ti 
substitution. This is also confirmed from the increase in unit cell volume that with the 
substitution of Ti ions, the Fe^* to Fe^ "^  conversion is taking place to maintain the charge 
neutrality in the system. 
(ii) The dispersion behavior observed in dielectric constant as a function of frequency has 
been explained according to interfacial polarization as predicted by the Maxwell-Wagner 
and Koop's phenomenological theory. The composition dependent dielectric constant 
found to increase with the increase in the concentration of Ti ions up to 20% (x = 0.2) and 
has been explained in terms of hopping (exchange) of electron between Fe^ "^  and Fe^^ ions, 
which indicates that the polarization in these materials is similar to conduction process in 
ferrites. It is observed that ac and dc conductivities are also increasing with substitution up 
to X = 0.2 and after that it decreases systematically. The exponent (s) of power law 
behaviour of ac conductivity (a^c =A(» )^, which refer to the measure of charge correlation, 
was calculated and found to be in the range 0.5-0.8. The observed peaks in the capacitance 
suggest the ferroelectric transition in these materials. Therefore, from this behavior of the 
capacitance, we can propose that these materials exhibit multiferroic property. 
(iii) From the Mossbauer studies it has been concluded that the quadrupole interaction 
increases, whereas the magnetic hyperfine interaction decreases with the increase in the 
concentration of the non-magnetic ion (Ti"*"^ ). The dc magnetization hysteresis loop study 
reveals that up to 50% substitution, all systems exhibits ferrimagnetic behavior at or above 
room temperature and saturation magnetization decreases with increasing the 
concentration of Ti"*"^  ions due to the dilution of the B-sublattice by Ti ions. The zero field 
cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetizafion study also infer that up to 50% doping 
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of Ti ions, systems exhibit a ferrimagnetic ordering at room temperature and with further 
increase in Ti ions (at 60%) substitution, ferrimagnetic transition temperature decreases to 
280 K. This decrease in the transition temperature may be attributing to the fact that the 
replacement of antiferromagnetically coupled neighbor with non-magnetic Ti^ '* ions will 
lead to the dilution of the sub-lattice (the spin reduction), as a result, the exchange 
interactions between the magnetic ions get weakened and, as a consequence, the transition 
temperature decreases. 
(iv) The NEXAFS study clearly indicates that the doping of Ti"*"^  ions modifies the 
electronic structure of these systems. The O K-edge spectra of pure (x = 0.0) sample 
indicates that low energy features resemble with Fe203 but after the doping of Ti, it is 
clearly seen that the doublet feature of Fe203 has changed to feature like FeO. This means 
that Fe^ "^  changes to Fe^ "^  which is consistent with transport studies. The Fe K-and L3 2 
edge spectra also confirmed that with the substitution of Ti"*"^  ions, Fe^ "^  converted to Fe^ "^ . 
The Ti L3_2-edge NEXAFS spectra of the entire compositions split into L3 and L2 regions 
due to spin orbit interactions, reflecting transitions of Ti 2p core electrons into Ti 3d states 
in the conduction bands. The separation between various observed peaks well matches 
with Ti"*^  2p-edge spectra in Oh symmetry calculated by de Groot et al. The estimated 
value of 10 Dq for this entire series is approximately 2.1 eV which implies that the 
valency of Ti in all composition remains +4 state. 
Finally, we can say that the Ti substitution induces multiferroic properties in these 
materials, which are in well agreement with our earlier reported results [52, 53]. 
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Chapter 4 
Study of Structural and Magnetic Properties of 
IVIgo.95lVlno.o5Fe204±5 Thin Films 
This chapter preseiA±s a oofM^faratlx/e studij of stru.Gtu.rflL a\^d m.ngiA.ett& 
properties of i^Qo^sM-vio.osFtzO^ tiA, the for i^ of bu.Lfe a\A.d tVili^. fLLm-s deposited 
oiA- various substrates such as pLattiA,u.m, coated sHioovi (pt-<st) aiA,d ln.dtu.m. tli^. 
O/Jclde coated gLass (ITO) 
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4.1 Introduction 
Spinel structure oxides constitute a class of materials that has been recognized for 
wide practical applications in various fields, such as audio & video recording heads, 
memory devices, electronic devices, digital systems etc. The low conductivity and thus a 
lower eddy current loss is an important asset of these materials. This class of materials 
also has high saturation magnetization and Curie temperature as compared to the garnet 
films. The films of these materials are effectively utilized as magnetic core materials with 
low iron loss, opto-magnetic devices and vertical recording magnetic materials and in 
surface magnetism study [1, 2]. In particular ferrite thin films also exhibit a variety of 
nonlinear spin-wave phenomena, which are interesting from fundamental physics 
perspective as well as fi"om the technological applications perspective. From the literature 
it is found that most of the research work has been performed on bulk materials, whereas 
very few effects were made to study their thin films. The emerging era of modem 
technology demands the compactness of the materials, where the size of the devices can be 
reduced. In this scenario, the thin films deposition of these materials holds the ultimate 
success for technological relevancies, therefore a thorough study of the structural, 
electrical and magnetic properties of thin films is desired. There are several deposition 
technique to grow the thin films of ferrite materials, such as sol-gel method, pulsed laser 
deposition technique, rf sputtering, magnetron sputtering etc. Among these deposition 
techniques, pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is widely used method for the thin film growth. 
In the present work PLD technique is used for thin film due to its versatility (see details in 
chapter 2 on page 28). In PLD, the films are deposited with flowing oxygen onto heated 
substrate, which produce spinel ferrite films without any subsequent heat treatments. In 
addition, the stoichiometry of the target is faithfully reproduced in the film, if the 
conditions of the PLD are judiciously set, which has been found difficult for other 
conventional techniques such as sputtering, evaporation etc. Another advantage is the 
deposition of the multilayer thin films carried out by varying the gas pressure or the 
substrate temperature or the target. However, it also suffers from certain drawbacks such 
as difficulty in large area film deposition due to narrow angular distribution of the plasma 
plume. To overcome this problem, substrate can be scanned vertically/horizontally or laser 
beam can be scanned over the large area of the target. Another major disadvantage is the 
"splashing effect" causing large particulates to nucleate on the film. This causes 
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significant surface rougliness. Sanding the target before deposition and continuous 
scanning of the target during deposition can minimize this effect. 
Several researchers have used pulsed laser deposition technique for the deposition 
of ferrite thin films. M. Nakano et al. [3] fabricated Mn-Zn ferrite thin films by PLD 
technique using a low temperature process [4-6] for fabricating magnetic devices 
comprising ferrite films on a silicon wafer. They observed that these films have a magnetic 
permeability ~ 10 at the Irequency of 1 GHz. These results indicate that PLD grown soft 
ferrite thin films using a low temperature process can be applied at the frequency range up 
to \ GHz. Canale et al [1] have grown the strontium ferrite thin films using PLD 
technique. They characterized these films using Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy 
(RBS), XRD and dc magnetization and found that the target composition and their 
magnetic properties are comparable to that of the bulk materials. Due to this fact they 
deposited thicker films usuig the same technique and investigated its microwave properties 
and found that these films have vey.good microwave properties which can be used in the 
real microwave devices. Caltun et al. [8] have also reported the textured NiFe204 ferrite 
thin films with (400) orientation on different substrate deposited using pulsed laser 
deposition technique. Poly crystalline Ni-Zn ferrite thin films were reported onto glass 
substrates by PLD at relatively low substrate temperature [9]. P. Samarasekara et al. [10] 
have also reported single crystal (111) textured NiFe204 ferrite thin films deposited onto 
C-plane sapphire substrate and polycrystalline highly (400) textured onto R-plane 
sapphire. 
In general, we can say that the physical properties of the thin films are highly 
dependent upon the deposition technique and parameters. Therefore, from the application 
point of view, it is important to synthesize a single-phase structure and correlation of its 
microstructural and magnetic properties. Among the various varieties of spinel ferrites, 
especially Mg-Mn is found to be a good material due to its multifarious applications in 
electronic devices, memory devices and switching circuits of digital computers [11, 12]. 
During the last few years, a lot of efforts have been made on thin films of spinel ferrites, 
but there is no report available on the thin films of Mg-Mn ferrites. In this chapter, we 
have reported a comparative study of structural and magnetic properties of the 
polycrystalline Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 ferrite thin films deposited using pulsed laser deposition 
(PLD) technique on different substrates namely indium tin oxide coated glass (ITO) and 
platinum coated silicon (Pt-Si). 
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4.2 Deposition Conditions for the Pulsed Laser Deposited (PLD) Thin Films 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin films were prepared by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 
method on Pt-Si and ITO substrate from a single phase polycrystalline bulk target of 
Mgo.95Mno,o5Fe204. The polycrystalline bulk target of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 was synthesized 
by conventional solid-state reaction technique (for details see Ref [13]). The KrF excimer 
laser (Lambda Physik model COMPEX-201) of wavelength 248 rmi and pulse duration of 
20 ns was employed for the deposition. During the deposition laser energy density at the 
target surface was kept at 2 J/cm^ and repetition rate at 10 Hz. Substrate temperature was 
maintained at 450°C and 300°C for platinum coated silicon (Pt-Si) and indium tin oxide 
coated glass (ITO) substrates respectively and the background pressure was 1 mTorr of 
oxygen during the deposition. The focused laser beam was incident on the target surface at 
an angle of 45°. The target was rotated at about 10 rpm and the substrate was mounted 
opposite to the target at a distance of 5.5 cm. The substrate was mounted on a heater plate 
using a silver paint. The deposition was performed for 25 minutes. After deposition, the 
thin films were cooled slowly to room temperature at the rate of 5°C/minute, maintaining 
the oxygen pressure in the vacuum chamber to 1 mTorr. The film thickness was about 170 
nm for the film deposited on Pt-Si and 160 nm for film deposited on ITO as measured by 
Talystep profilometer (Ambios Inc USA) with 0.5 nm resolution. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 
X-ray diffraction measurements have been carried out for the structural analysis of 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin films. Figures 4.1(a-c) illustrate the x-ray diffraction pattern of 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 bulk, thin films deposited at Pt-Si and ITO using the PLD respectively. 
0-29 geometry was used to get the XRD pattern of the thin film deposited on Pt-Si 
whereas glancing mode was used for film deposited on ITO substrate. In glancing mode 
tube was fixed at 5° and detector was scanned from 20 - 60 degrees. Experimentally 
observed XRD patterns for polycrystalline film and bulk sample have been indexed using 
PowderX software developed by C. Dong [14]. From the XRD analysis, it is observed that 
all the diffraction peaks represent polycrystalline single phase cubic spinel structure. 
However, it is clear from the Fig.4.1 that all the peaks corresponding to the Mg-Mn ferrite 
bulk, are not observed in the thin films and the intensities of the peaks are also quite 
different from the bulk; for example, (311) is the lowest intensity peak in the thin films, 
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whereas, it is of the highest intensity peak in the bulk. The appearance of (222) as a 
dominant peak in the film deposited on Pt-Si signifies a slow texturing in the thin film. 
Since it is well known that the surface to volume ratio is very large in case of films, 
therefore, surface energy plays an important role in the thin film texturing. In spinel ferrite 
thin films, the texturing along (111) is the most favourable because this plane has lower 
surface energy than the other crystallographic planes. Another factor, which influences the 
development of the texture in the thin film, is the packing density of oxygen ions. Since in 
spinel ferrites, the oxygen packing density is maximum along (111) plane, this also favors 
the growth along (111) direction. Additionally, it can be clearly seen from the diffraction 
pattern that the reflection lines in the films are quite broad in comparison to the bulk 
sample (see Fig. 4.1 (a)), which indicates that the grain size of the films is smaller than 
that of bulk material. It can be clearly seen from the XRD patterns of the films that the 
peaks in the film deposited on ITO have more broadening than that of Pt-Si which 
suggests that the film deposited on ITO has smaller grain size than that of Pt-Si. The 
average size of the grain was estimated from the broadening of x-ray diffraction peak 
using 'Scherrer' equation, 
^ 0.89A 
d - — — (4.1) 
P COS OB 
where p = {^u-^h^'^- Here X is X-ray wavelength (1.54 A for Cu Ka), Piviand Pi are the 
measured and instrumental broadening in radians respectively and GB is the Bragg's angle 
in degrees. The average grain size and lattice parameters calculated from the XRD pattern 
for the film deposited on Pt-Si are respectively -259 nm and -8.23 A. Whereas, the film 
deposited on ITO has average grain size about -26 ± 3 nm and lattice parameter ~8.34 A. 
The value of the lattice parameter for the film deposited on ITO is almost same as in case 
of the bulk (8.33 A), whereas it is smaller for the film deposited on Pt-Si, which indicates 
that lattice is contracting in case of Pt-Si, while remains constant for film deposited on 
ITO. Such type of discrepancy in lattice parameter has been also observed in other ferrite 
films [15, 16]. 
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Fig.4.1: XRD pattern of (a) bulk sample of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 (b) thin film of 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 deposited on Pt-Si and (c) thin films of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 deposited on 
ITO. 
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Table 4.1: Comparison of lattice parameter, magnetization (47tMs), coercive field (He) 
and remanance magnetization (Mr) at room temperature for hulk sample and 
their thin films deposited on Pt-Si and ITO substrates. 
Bulk sample of Mgo.95Miio.o5Fe204 
Thin film of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 on Pt-Si 
Thin film of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 on ITO 
Lattice 
parameter 
(A) 
8.33 
8.23 
8.34 
Magnetization 
(4;rMs) 
(emu/cc) 
634.54 
440.86 
251.2 
(He) 
(Oe) 
8.2 
200 
0 
(Mr) 
(Oe) 
7.0 
12.04 
0 
4.3.2 Magnetization Study 
Fig. 4.3 shows the magnetic hysteresis curve of bulk and thin films deposited at 
ITO and Pt-Si substrate. The bulk sample shows a hysteresis loop with a small coercive 
field (Hc= 8.2 Oe) and has a saturation magnetization (Ms) 634.54 emu/cc, which almost 
saturates at a field of 1 kOe. Whereas, the film deposited on Pt-Si shows a well defined 
hysteresis loop at room temperature and it is inferred that magnetization curve does not 
saturate even at a field of 2kOe. Saturation of M-H curve is a general problem observed in 
ferrite thin films [17], This can be explained on the basis that in case of thin films the 
alignment of spins requires more field or we can say magnetic anisotropy is high. The 
saturation magnetization (Ms) value (for film deposited on Pt-Si), obtained by plotting 
4;i:M versus 1/H curve and extrapolating the 1/H ^ 0 , is 440.86 emu/cc which is less than 
that of the bulk sample (see table 4.1). The coercive field (He) and remanance value also 
shows a large increase as compared to the bulk sample. This can also be explained on the 
basis of the size effects [18], which is smaller in case of thin films as compared to the bulk 
sample. C. Kittel has also showed the inverse proportionality between He and diameter of 
the grain size [19, 20]. 
The film deposited on the ITO does not show any hysteresis (passes through the 
centre) loop at room temperature, which reflects its superparamagnetic behavior at room 
temperature. This superparamagnetic behavior is due to the smaller grain size (-26 nm). 
Fig. 4.3 shows the zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetization as a 
function of temperature in the temperature range 50 to 300 K in the presence of an 
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external magnetic field of 100 Oe for the films deposited on ITO. In the ZFC mode the 
sample was cooled in the zero field from 300 K to 50 K and after stabilization of the 
temperature, a measuring field of 100 Oe was applied. The data was recorded, while 
heating the sample. In the FC mode the sample was cooled from 300 K to 50 K in the 
presence of a magnetic field of 100 Oe and again the measurements were carried out while 
heating the sample in the same magnetic field. From the Fig. 4.3, it is clearly evident that 
there is a bifurcation of ZFC and FC curves at a certain temperature (Figure 4.3) which is 
one of the characteristic features of a superparamagnetic (SPM) system. However, a broad 
maxima is observed on the ZFC curve at a slightly lower temperature TB (the blocking 
temperature) than TIRR (The temperature at which the irreversibility starts between ZFC 
and FC magnetization). Such behavior usually represents a particle size distribution in the 
as-deposited thin film, whereas a fraction of the largest particles already freeze at TSEP, the 
majority fraction of the nanocrystallites is being blocked at TMEAN, resulting in a 
distribution of the blocking temperature TB in these thin film samples. The maxima of 
ZFC curve is located at TMEAN = 240 K with an uncertainty of ± 5 K for the as-deposited 
thin film sample. 
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Fig.4.2: Magnetization hysteresis curves of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 (a) bulk sample (b) thin 
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4.3.3 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
Surface morphology of the thin films is characterized by the atomic force 
microscopy (AFM). Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.4 (b) show the AFM images of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 
thin films deposited on Pt-Si and ITO substrates at substrate temperatures 450 °C and 300 
°C respectively, in a oxygen pressure of 1 mTorr. The AFM used in the present work is a 
commercial optical deflection microscope (Nanoscope, Digital Instruments) operating in 
air. The samples were mounted on a piezo ceramic which controls the motion in the three 
directions. The deflection of the laser beam on the cantilever is used to monitor the height 
displacement via a photodiode and a feedback loop. Using this technique one can measure 
the height variations of the order of 0.1 nm. For all these measurements the data have been 
acquired in the tapping mode with 512x512 data points in the length of 5|j,m, which gives 
a sampling rate of 5|j,m /512 ~ 9.76 nm. These results have been discussed on the basis of 
the two roughness parameters, the root mean square (rms) of the roughness height (h) 
variations: 
rms = «/i2(r)> - (/i(r) )2)i/2 -—(4.2) 
and roughness power spectral density (PSD) (details are given in section 5.2.1.2) 
These two parameters give the statistical information about the surface roughness. 
It must be noted that the rms is scan size dependent, thus the rms result has to be compared 
between equal scan size. However, the rms value is usefiil and reliable, but it only gives 
the information along the vertical direction and hence cannot fully characterize the 
sxirface. The 2D PSD (2D PSD is the two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform of the 
surface) provides the quantitative information of both vertical and spatial extent of the 
roughness independent of the scanning frame size. So, in the present study we have 
extracted the 2D PSD from the AFM micrograph to see the growth mode at different 
substrates. 
The value of rms surface roughness evaluated from the computer software is 1.27 
and 0.42 nm for film deposited on Pt-Si and ITO respectively. These values of the rms 
surface roughness infer that the surface of film deposited on ITO is smoother than the 
surface of the film deposited on Pt-Si. Fig. 4.4(c) shows the 2D-PSD curve of Mg-Mn 
ferrite thin films deposited on different substrates. It can be clearly seen from the 2D PSD 
curve that the intensity of the plateau height for the film deposited on Pt-Si is higher than 
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that of the film deposited on ITO. The variation in intensity of the plateau height in the 
PSD curves also supports that the roughness of the film deposited on Pt-Si is higher than 
that of film deposited on ITO. By having a closer look at PSD spectra, it is found that the 
PSD spectra of both are flat and they did not exhibit any peak which indicates that the 
surfaces of the films are almost featureless or we can say that surface of the films is 
smooth. 
5.00 50.0 nm 
2 5.0 nm 
0.0 nm 
Fig. 4.4 (a): AFM image of Mgo,95Mno.o5Fe204 ferrite thin film deposited on Pt-Si using 
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique. 
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Fig. 4.4 (b): AFM image of Mgo.9sMno.o5Fe204ferrite thin film deposited on ITO using 
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique. 
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Fig.4.4(c): Plots of power spectral density (PSD) function versus spatial frequency (q)for 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 deposited on Pt-Si andlTO. 
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4.3.4 Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) 
Figures 4.4 (a) and 4.5 (b) show the MFM images taken at a Uft height of 20 mn 
for Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin films deposited on different substrates i.e. Pt-Si and ITO 
respectively. One of the most important criteria to study the magnetic signal in these thin 
films is to see the change in the root mean square (R.M.S.) phase shifts as a fimction of tip 
lift height. The change in phase is related to the force gradient (dF/dz) by the relation: 
-Q(-)/ (4.3) 
where Q is the quality factor of the cantilever and k is the spring constant. Therefore, the 
gradient of magnetic force induces a phase shift in the vibrational frequency of the 
cantilever, which is detected as a feedback control signal. We see that the strength of the 
magnetic signal (i.e. the maximum MFM signal) decreases with an increasing lift height of 
the tip. In addition, the shape of the MFM signal also changes. By using the roughness 
analysis for these MFM images, their root mean square (R. M. S.) values of phase shift 
were measured. In fact, it can be used to represent the contrast of the magnetic force 
images, because the phase shift of the tip oscillation is directly proportional to the second 
derivative of the vertical component of the stray fields emerged from the surface of the 
sample [22]. Therefore, in general, phase shift can give an indication of the effective 
magnetic moment of the sample. It is observed that with an increase in lift height the 
corresponding phase shift in the vibration frequency of the cantilever decreases (see table 
4.2). 
Table 4.2: Comparison of phase shifts on different lift heights and rms surface 
roughness of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204film deposited on Pt-Si and ITO substrates. 
Sample 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 film at Pt-Si 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 film at ITO 
Phase Shift 
(Lift height =10nm) 
0.18" 
0.80" 
Phase Shift 
(Lift height =20nin) 
0.14" 
0.69" 
rms surface 
roughness 
1.27 nm 
0.42 nm 
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Fig. 4.5: MFM images taken at the lift height of 20 nm for the thin films of 
Mgo.95^no.o5Fe204 (a) deposited on Pt-Si and (b) deposited on ITO substrates. 
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4.4 Conclusions 
The results of the comparative study of bulk and thin films of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 
deposited at different substrates by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) lead to following 
conclusions: 
(i) From analysis of the XRD pattern of bulk Mg-Mn ferrite, it is observed that all the 
diffraction peaks represent a polycrystalline single phase cubic spinel. AH peaks as 
observed in the bulk sample, are not found in the thin films and the intensities of the peaks 
are also quite different from the bulk; for example, (311) is the lowest intensity peak in the 
thin films, whereas, it is of highest intensity peak in the bulk sample. Moreover, from the 
XRD study, it is observed that the film deposited on ITO has smaller grain size than that 
of the film deposited on Pt-Si. 
(ii) DC magnetization hysteresis loop measurement study shows that the bulk sample of 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 and its thin film deposited on platinum coated silicon (Pt-Si) substrate 
shows a well defined hysteresis loop at room temperature which reflects its ferrimagnetic 
behaviour at room temperature. However, the film deposited on the indium tin oxide 
coated glass (ITO) substrate does not show any hysteresis (passes through the centre) loop 
at room temperature, which infers its superparamagnetic behavior at room temperature. 
(iii) From the analysis of AFM micrograph we have found that film deposited on ITO 
(R.M.S. roughness -0.40 nm) is smoother than that of the film deposited on Pt-Si (R.M.S. 
roughness -1.27 nm), which is also supported by the 2D PSD spectra. The 2D PSD 
spectra of both the films are almost flat which indicates that the surface of the films is 
featureless. A systematic decrease in the corresponding root mean square (R. M. S.) phase 
shift as a function of tip lift height indicates that these thin films are having a good 
magnetic structure, further supported by the magnetization data. 
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Chapter 5 
Study of the Swift Heavy Ion Irradiation Induced 
Modifications in the Structural and IVIagnetic Properties 
of IVIgo.95lVlno.o5Fe204±5 Thin Films 
This &M«pter preseiA t^s AIA, effect of ODD Mev Ao^^ iov^s> iyradiatiovi OIA, 
structural av^d m.aPjvietiC' prapertles of MQojsf^i^o.osFtzO^ thti/u films 
deposited oiA,pt-st a\/^d \TO su-bstrfltes respecttvely. 
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5.1 Introduction 
During the last few years there has been a tremendous interest in the study of the 
field of magnetic thin fihns due to their technological applications; such as magnetic 
recording media, magnetic sensor, microelectronic devices and microwave applications [1-
5]. Recently structuring of the magnetic thin films have attracted researchers due to their 
curiosity to understand the underlying physics of magnetic micro/nano structures, which 
offers an opportunity to study the magnetic ordering in the transition regime, i.e. between 
atomic scale and bulk scale [6]. Therefore, the developments of micro/nano magnetic 
structures with a controlled size have a great attention. From literature, it is found that 
there is a constant interest in the optimization of magnetic storage devices. So it is 
interesting to study the magnetism of these structures developed by different techniques. 
Various methods have been used to induce the patterns on surface; such as self-organizing 
'bottom up' approaches and by top down methods such as lithography using low energy 
ions, evaporation through shadow mask and with a combination of both. Besides these 
techniques, swift heavy ion irradiation is also found to be a unique method for engineering 
the structure on the surface of a material [7]. 
When a swift heavy ion passes through materials, a thermal spike is produced by 
individual heavy ion, which generates the local temperature far above than their melting 
temperature; this phenomenon is highly localized both in space as well as in time. These 
thermal spikes are known to construct craters and holes in the films during ion irradiation 
[8]. Earlier it has been observed that in certain cases, nano-stractures are created on the 
surface of the films due to the dewetting of the films [9, 10]. Theoretically, the dewetting 
of thin film can be explained by two types of mechanism [9]. First method is the 
nucleation and growth of the holes. Experimentally this process has already been studied 
in detail. Redon et al [10] have shown nucleation of holes in thin films of alkanes on 
sihcon wafer and studied dewetting as a function of surface tension of the alkanes. The 
second process, which can lead to dewetting, is based on instability of the film against 
thermally activated surface waves. It is clear from the earlier reports that when the metal 
films are heated homogeneously, the patterns are induced on the surface due to the 
thermodynamic instability of the film. Bischof er al. [11] has studied the dewetting of thin 
liquid metal films on fused silica substrate which occurs after melting due to Q-switched 
laser pulse. It has been found that the final structure of the ruptured film depends on 
whether nucleation or spinodal dewetting. 
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It is well known that the structural and magnetic properties of magnetic materials are 
extremely sensitive to structural strain and disorder induced in the system. These defect 
states can be generated by various methods such as changing the ionic radii of the dopant 
atom, creating oxygen vacancies or more recently by swift heavy ions (SHI) irradiation 
[12-14]. The swift heavy ion irradiation (SHI) is known to generate the controlled defect 
states such as structural strain, point/cluster of defects and columnar defects depending 
upon the type of ion, its energy, ion fluence and the target material. In fact, it is well 
established and reported that swift heavy ions loose their energy via two nearly 
independent processes. As swift heavy ions pass through the material, the ions either 
excite or ionize the atoms by inelastic collisions or displace atoms of the target by elastic 
collisions. Elastic collisions are dominant in low energy regime, whereas inelastic 
collision process dominates at high-energy regime where elastic collisions are 
insignificant. From the literature, it is evident that electronic energy loss Se due to inelastic 
collision is able to generate point/cluster defects provided Se is less than the threshold 
value of electronic energy loss Seth- If Se is greater than Seth (~13 keV/nm, in our case) then 
the energetic ions can create columnar amorphization. The stress/strain developed due to 
the created defects and amorphization is responsible for the modification in the different 
properties of the materials [15-17]. In the present chapter we have studied the effect of 
SHI irradiation on the surface, structural and magnetic properties of Mg-Mn ferrite thin 
films. 
The thin films of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 on Pt-Si and ITO substrates were cut into four 
pieces, each of 5 mm x 5 mm size. This set of four pieces was used for irradiation and 
further study in order to keep the growth conditions uniform for all the samples. One piece 
of film was kept pristine while the other pieces of the thin film were irradiated at the room 
temperature with 200 MeV Ag^ "^^  ion beam using the 15 UD tandem accelerator at the 
Inter-University Accelerator Centre, New Delhi, INDIA, with different fluence value such 
as Ix 10' \ 5x 10^' and Ix 10^ ^ ions/cm^. The irradiation was performed under high 
vacuum condition (base pressure 2x10" Torr). The incident angle of the ion beam was 
kept slightly away from the surface normal to the sample to avoid the channeling effects 
and also the beam current was kept 0.1 pnA to avoid the heating. The ion beam was 
focused to a spot of 1 mm diameter and scanned over the entire area of the film using a 
magnetic scaimer. The fluence values were determined by measuring the charge falling 
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over the sample surface under the secondary electron suppressed geometry. The ladder 
current was measured with a digital current integrator and a scalar counter. 
5.2 Results and Discussion 
5.2.1 Irradiation Effects on Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 Thin Films Deposited on Platinum 
Coated Si (Pt-Si) Substrate 
5.2.1.1 X-ray Diffraction 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Bruker AXE D8 x-ray Diffractometer with Cu Ka 
radiation at room temperature has been performed in standard 9/29 mode for the 
identification of phase and the orientation of the thin films. Figure 5.1 shows the XRD 
patterns of unirradiated thin films of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 (Mg-Mn ferrite) and of the same 
film irradiated at different fluences, 1x10^^ 5xl0^\ 1x10^^ ions/cm^ respectively. From 
the x-ray diffraction analysis, we have observed that all films exhibit single phase cubic 
spinel structure before and after the irradiation with lattice constant a = 8.23A. From the 
XRD spectra it is clear that there is no structural transformation of thin film materials 
occurred with SHI irradiation except small variation of their peak intensities. By looking 
at these resuhs one can say that Mg-Mn ferrite thin films are radiation hard, but this is not 
true. To see the changes produced by the SHI irradiation one has to further investigate 
these films by other techniques such as AFM for surface morphology studies, 
magnetization and MFM for their magnetic properties. 
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Fig. 5.1: X-ray diffraction patterns of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 ferrite thin films prepared using 
PLD technique and irradiated with 200 MeVAg^^* ions at various fluences in the range of 
IxlO" - 1x10^^ ions/cmi 
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5.2.1.2 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
Atomic force microscopy has been used to study the morphology of the Mg-Mn 
ferrite thin films before and after the irradiation. From the morphology of the films, it is 
observed that irradiation with 200 MeV Ag^ "^^  ions induce pillars like patterns on the 
surface of the films as shown in Fig. 5.2(a - d). It is clear fi-om the AFM image (see Fig. 
5.2(a)) that the morphology of the unirradiated film is almost featureless with a roughness 
1.27 nm. As the film is irradiated at fluence (O) 1x10^^ ions/cm^, surface morphology is 
dominated by magnetic pillars (Fig. 5.2(b)). The size distribution of the magnetic pillars 
calculated from the AFM micrograph is shown in Fig. 5.3 (a - c). It is clearly evident fi-om 
Fig. 5.3 (a) that there are two types of size distribution -63 nm and 129 nm. It is observed 
that as the fluence increases to 5x10^^ ions/cm^, the size of the pillars increases (see Fig. 
5.3 (b) & 5.2 (c)) in both lateral and vertical directions and at IxlQ^^ ions/cm^ size of the 
pillars decreases laterally whereas height (vertically) increases and the density of the 
pillars also decreases. The value of the rms surface roughness is also been found to 
increase fi-om 1.27 to 8.95 nm with the fluence values. 
In order to investigate the details of growth process of structures over the thin films 
after ion irradiation, we have calculated roughness exponent (a) and growth exponent (P). 
Fig. 5.4 shows a computed value of the average roughness as a function of fluence. The 
computed value of the average roughness represents the root-mean-square variation (i.e. 
standard deviation) of the surface height profile from the mean height (Rrms), and is 
defined by equation 
Rrms = [^i:ii(yi-yyf^' -.(1) 
where A'" is number of data points of the profile, yi are the data points that describes the 
relative vertical height of the surface, and y is the mean height of the surface. The 
dependence of the Rf-^s of the film on fluence (O) is often characterized [18] by the 
following equation; 
Rrms = ^'^ ^ ....(2) 
where jS is the growth exponent. The value of yf can be extracted from a linear fit of the 
log-log plot of Rrms and fluence (O). The measurement of /? does not provide sufficient 
information to understand the growth process of nano-pillars because Ryms measurements 
provide only an average measure of surface height measurement. Hence, the surface rms 
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roughness is insufficient to provide the complete information of the surface modifications, 
because it only gives information along the vertical direction and does not provide any 
information about morphology parallel to the surface plane. In the present work, we have 
also analyzed the AFM measurements by extracting the two dimensional isotropic power 
spectral density function (2D PSD (y)), a function which represents the spatial frequency 
spectrum of the surface roughness in reciprocal space. Power spectral density function 
provides quantitative set of information about surface roughness both in the vertical as 
well as lateral directions. The PSD function is the two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform 
of the surface and is defined by the following relation [19]; 
Y=\l!^e-'^-{hir)\\\r = ix,y) ....(3) 
where q is the spatial frequency (|a,m"^ ) and h(r) is the height of the surface at position r. 
Fig. 5.5 shows the 2D-PSD curve of Mg-Mn ferrite thin films irradiated with 200 MeV Ag 
ions. In the present study, data have been acquired in the tapping mode with 512x512 data 
points in the length of 5|a,m, which gives a sampling rate of 5|a,m /512 ~ 9.76 nm. But in 
case of 2D-PSD analysis, the lower spatial frequency limit (qmin) is represented by the scan 
size L whereas the upper limit is given by N/2L, where N is the pixel size of camera. 
Therefore, the upper and lower limits of spatial frequency corresponding to the PSD 
function would be qmax = [512/ (2x5)j.m)] = 51.2^m"^ and q i^n = l/5|J,m = 0.2|xm"\ 
respectively. All these spectra of PSD (see fig. 5-5) may be explained in terms of the peak 
like structure as represented by I. It can be clearly seen from the Fig. 5.5 that 2D PSD 
spectrum of unirradiated film is almost flat and does not exhibit a peak, which indicates 
that surface of the film is featuresless (also supported by the AFM micrograph (see Fig. 
5.2(a))). As Mg-Mn films are irradiated with 200 MeV Ag ions, 2D PSD spectra shows a 
peak represented by I, which corresponds to the presence of the pillars on the surface of 
the films. It could be clearly seen from Fig 5.5 that the intensity of plateau height (w) (w 
relates to the height of the rough surface) of PSD spectra increases with fluence. An 
increase in w indicates that the height of the structures increases. The variation in intensity 
of the plateau height in PSD curves also supports the variation of surface roughness with 
fluence. 
At spatial frequency greater than the correlation length (qo), the PSD displays the 
power law dependence [20]; 
PSD = q-'' ....(4) 
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where '«' is a real number and defines the mechanism contributing to the surface 
evaluation. The value of 'w' can be determined from the linear fit of the tail of the PSD 
curve in log-log plot. Therefore, the roughness exponent (a) can be calculated from the 
slope of the PSD function using the following relation: 
a= (n-d)/2 ....(5) 
The value of the roughness exponent (a) for the irradiated samples has been found in the 
range 1.6 to 1.1. The value of ^ observed from a linear fit of the log-log plot of Rms and 
fluence (O) according to Eqn. 2 (see also inset in Fig. 5.4), was found to be 0.29±0.01, 
which infers that surface is relaxed by process of surface diffusion. 
Irradiation with SHI leads to excitations and ionizations, consequently permanent 
changes take place such as latent track formation in insulators and in conductors, 
amorphization of metallic alloys and anisotropic growths. Several models of damage 
formation by the electronic excitations processes have been proposed in the literature. The 
ones better known are thermal spike [21] coulomb explosions [22] and more recently 
viscoelastic model [23]. L. Cliche et al [24] has shown that patches of InP were displaced 
laterally following off-normal, 24 MeV Se ion irradiation. Here they have achieved 
valleys left to the peaks, indicative of mass transport from left to the right i.e. lateral mass 
transport. This lateral mass transport is explained on the basis of momentum transfer from 
ions to the target. As the ion is slowed down, it locally exerts a force on the solid, which 
responds by deforming itself. The ion beam literally "pushes" on the solid, thus creates 
ditch on the windward side and a dike on the downwind side. In order to occur this, the 
solid has to be deformable. In case of thin films deformability of solid over a substrate is 
called dewetting, a general phenomenon, which one often wants to avoid, but on the other 
hand it offers the generation of self organized ordered patterns on a sub-micron even nm-
scale. In case of thin films, extent of dewetting depends upon many factors such as nature 
of substrate, film material and the nature of cohesive force between substrate and film 
material, when the two (film and substrate) brought into contact. In the present study, it is 
observed that when heavy ions such as Ag impinge on Mg-Mn films deposited over Pt 
coated Si substrate, a local melting occurs along the trajectory of the ion. This melting 
persists for several picoseconds. Due to this melting, a radial temperature gradient is built 
up around the centre of the ion track. This melting also establishes a gradient in the surface 
tension y since /fff < 0. The combination of the pressure gradient and the surface 
tension gradient in the molten zone drive the mass on to the surface, away from the melt 
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centre. Therefore, this viscous flow of atoms (mass), driven by the capillary and elastic 
forces which originate from an imbalance of the surface and interface energy, seems to be 
responsible for the observed mass transport in the form of pillars. Hence viscous flow of 
the atoms (mass) driven through capillary and elastic forces as a combined effect of mass 
transport and dewetting is responsible for formation of magnetic pillars proposed in our 
study. 
2.00 12,8 nm 
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' 0 . 0 nm 
Fig. 5.2(a): Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrograph of unirradiated 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin film. 
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Fig. 5.2(b): Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrograph of Mgo,9sMno.o5Fe204 thin film 
irradiated affluence I^IO" ions/cm^. 
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Fig. 5.2(c): Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrograph of Mgo.95Mno.o5F^204 thin film 
irradiated at fluence 5^10 ' ions/cm . 
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Fig. 5.2(d): Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrograph of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin fdm 
irradiated at fluence 1><10'^ ions/cm . i 
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Fig. 5.3: Size distribution of magnetic pillars after 200 MeV Ag ion irradiation at a 
fluence (a) J xJO^' ions/cm^ (b) 5^-10^^ ions/cm^ and (c) 1 ^lO'^ ions/cm^. 
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Fig. 5.5: Plots of power spectral density (PSD) function versus spatial frequency (q) for 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin films irradiated at different fluences. 
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5.2.1.3 DC Magnetization 
In order to examine the magnetic behavior of the magnetic pillars induced due to 
irradiation, we have done M-H hysteresis loop measurements at 300 K for the as-deposited 
as well as for thin films irradiated at different fluences (shows in Fig 5.6). From M-H 
curves, it can be clearly seen that these magnetic structures exhibit a ferrimagnetic 
ordering at room temperature. It is found that the saturation magnetization values increase 
with fluence value up to 5x10^^ ions/cm^ (see Figure 5.7). These results can be explained 
on the basis of the fact that after irradiation due to aimealing effect grain groAvth is taking 
place and the system becomes more ordered. However, it is observed that with further 
increase in fluence value, the magnetization starts decreasing, but even this value is larger 
than that of as-deposited film. The decrease in the saturation magnetization after an 
1 1 - 7 
optimum fluence 5x 10 ions/cm may be attributed to the following possible reasons: (i) 
decrease in the size of magnetic pillars beyond the critical dose of 5x 10 ions/cm 
(Figure 5.2d) (ii) redistribution of cations among the sub-lattices [25]. It is observed that 
coercivity values (see table 5.1) do not show any systematic trend with irradiation at any 
of the fluences, but the observed He values are rather small in comparison to that of as-
deposited film. The observed higher value of the coercivity of as-deposited thin film is due 
to the formation of defects (in the form of grain boundary, volume and point defects) 
during the grov^h of the thin film which acts as pinning sites for domain walls and with 
irradiation these pre-existing defects get armealed, and therefore, causes a reduction in He 
value. 
Table 5.1: Coercive field (He), remanent magnetization (Mr) and saturation 
magnetization (Ms) of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin film before and after 
irradiation at different fluences, 1x10^\ 5x10^^ and 1^10^^ ions/cm^ at 300 
K. 
Parameters 
He (Oe) 
Mr (emu/cc) 
Ms (emu/cc) 
Pristine 
174.28 
12.24 
35.13 
IxlO" 
ions/cm^ 
117.11 
14.80 
49.62 
5x10" 
ions/cm^ 
173.07 
22.31 
52.54 
1x10^2 
ions/cm^ 
95.80 
12.13 
45.98 
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Fig. 5.6: M-H curves for as-deposited and 200 MeV Ag^^* ion irradiated 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin films withfluences 1 xlO'\ 5 xio" and 1 xJO'^ ions/cm) at 300 K. 
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Fig 5.7: Saturation magnetization (4KMS) for as-deposited and 200 MeV Ag ^ ion 
irradiated Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin films with fluences 1x10^\ S^io'' and I^IO^^ 
ions/cm^ at 300 K. 
5.2.1.4 Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) 
Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) has been used to study the effects of 200 MeV 
.15+ • Ag ions on magnetic domains. Fig. 5.8 shows the MFM images of the unirradiated and 
irradiated Mg-Mn ferrite thin films obtained with a Uft height of 20 nm. From the images, 
it is clearly observed that the film irradiated at fluence 5x10^^ ions/cm^ shows a maximum 
magnetic contrast, which is in good agreement with magnetization data. Moreover, the 
domain seems to orient along some particular direction. On the contrary, with fiirther 
increase in fluence value, the magnetic contrast decreases. 
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Fig. 5.8: Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) micrograph of Mgo,95Mno.o5Fe204 thin films, 
before and after irradiation at different 
5^-10" ions/cm^ and (d) l^io'^ ions/cm^. 
fluence (a) Pristine (b) ] xJO" ions/cm , (c) 
5.2.2 Irradiation Effects on Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 Thin Films Grown on ITO Substrate 
5.2.2.1 X-ray Diffraction 
Figure 5.9 shows the XRD patterns of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin films as-deposited 
and irradiated at different fluences Ix io" , 5xl0" and 1x10^^ ions/cm^. The XRD pattern 
for the as-deposited and irradiated thin films shows the single-phase cubic spinel structure. 
The average grain size was estimated from the broadening of x-ray diffraction peak using 
equation 4.1. The calculated average grain size for the as-deposited thin film sample is 
about ~26 ± 3 nm. It is observed that the structure remains practically intact after 
irradiation by 200 MeV Ag'^^ ions. However, we have observed that after irradiation, the 
peak intensities decreased slightly, whereas, the width of peak is increased. Also, the peak 
positions are shifted to somewhat higher 29 value, indicating the compression in lattice 
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structure. From the XRD results the calculated average grain size of irradiated thin films 
11 9 
decreases systematically from 26 nm to 15 nm at fluence 1x10 ions/cm and then to 13 
nm and 11 nm at 5x10^^ and 1x10^^ ions/cm^ respectively. The decrease in grain size in all 
the thin film samples after irradiation may be due to the fragmentation of grains caused by 
the stress induced defects. 
03 
30 35 40 45 50 
26 (degree) 
55 60 
Fig. 5.9: X-ray diffraction patterns of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 ferrite thin films deposited on 
ITO using PLD technique and irradiated with 200 MeV Ag^^^ ions at various fluences in 
the range 1 xlO^^ - IxlO'^ ions/cm^. 
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5.2.2.2 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
Atomic force microscopy has been used to see the effect of 200 Mev Ag "^  ions irradiation 
on the surface morphology of the Mg-Mn ferrite thin films deposited on ITO substrate 
using the pulsed laser deposition technique. Fig. 5.10 (a-d) shows the AFM image of the 
films before and after irradiation. From the analysis of the AFM micrograph, it is found 
that the rms surface roughness of the unirradiated film is found to be ~ 0.53 nm which 
decreases with ion fluence (see table 5.2). The decrease in the rms roughness value 
indicates that films become smoother after the irradiation. Further, in order to see any type 
of growth after the ion irradiation, we have extracted two dimensional isotropic power 
spectral density ftinction (2D PSD), a function which represents the spatial frequency 
spectrum of the surface roughness in reciprocal space. Fig. 5.11 shows the 2D-PSD curve 
of Mg-Mn ferrite thin films for pristine and irradiated with 200 MeV Ag ions. It can be 
clearly seen from Fig 5.11 that the behavior of the 2D PSD is similar before and after the 
irradiation. From such type of behavior, we can say that after the ion irradiation surface of 
the films get smoother rather than the patterning of the surface in contrast to that observed 
in case of the film deposited on Pt-Si. 
Table 5.2: rms surface roughness and phase shift of Mgo.95Mno.o5F^204 thin films 
before and after irradiation at different fluences I^IO'^, 5^10^^ and I^IO^^ 
ions/cm^ at 300 K. 
Parameters 
Roughness 
Phase-shift 
Pristine 
0.528 nm 
0.35° 
1x10^^ 
0.470 nm 
0.69° 
5x10^^ 
0.465 nm 
0.84° 
1x10^^ 
0.434 nm 
1.26° 
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Fig. 5.10(a): Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrograph of unirradiated 
Mgo95Mno,o5Fe204 thin film deposited on ITO substrate. 
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Fig. 5.10 (b): Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrograph of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin film 
on ITO substrate irradiated at fluence I^IO" ions/cm^. 
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Fig. 5.10 (c): Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrograph of Mgfl,95Mno,o5Fe204thin film 
on ITO substrate irradiated affluence 5>^10 ions/cm . 
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Fig. 5.10 (d): Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrograph of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin film 
on ITO substrate irradiated affluence J xJO'^ ions/cm^. 
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Fig. 5.11: Plots of power spectral density (PSD) function versus spatial frequency (q) of 
Mgo.9sMno.o5Fe204 thin films on ITO substrate irradiated at different fluence. 
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5.2.2.3 DC Magnetization 
To study the effect of 200 MeV Ag^ "^^  ion irradiations on tlie magnetic behavior of 
these thin film samples, we have performed the magnetization (M) versus temperature (T) 
measurements in the temperature range from 50 to 300 K in the presence of an external 
magnetic field of 100 Oe recorded in the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) 
modes for the as-deposited and irradiated thin films at different fluences (see Fig. 5.12 (a-
d)). In the ZFC mode the sample was cooled in the zero field from 300 K to 50 K and after 
stabilization of the temperature, a magnetic field of 100 Oe was applied. The data was 
recorded while heating the sample. In the FC mode the sample was cooled from 300 K to 
50 K in the presence of a magnetic field of 100 Oe and again data were taken while 
heating the sample in the same field. From the Fig. 5.12 (a-d), the bifiircation of ZFC and 
FC curves at a certain temperature is observed which is one of the characteristic feature of 
a superparamagnetic (SPM) system. However, the coinciding broad maximum is observed 
in the ZFC curve at a slightly lower temperature (denoted as TB) than TIRR. Such behavior 
signalizes a certain particle size distribution in the as-deposited thin film, whereas a 
fraction of the largest particles already freezed at TIRR and the majority fraction of the 
nanocrystallites is being blocked at TB resulting in a distribution of the blocking 
temperatures (TB). The maxima of ZFC curve is located at TB = 240 K with an uncertainty 
of + 5 K for the as-deposited thin film samples. After irradiation by 200 MeV Ag^ "^^  ions, 
the blocking temperature decreases (see Figure 5.13) systematically and reaches to a value 
200 K at the highest fluence (1x10^^ ions/cm^). It can be clearly seen fi-om the M-T graph 
that the magnetization also decreases with increase in the fluence value. This may be due 
to the reduction in grain size (as observed in the x-ray studies) after irradiation and 
redistribution of cations after by SHI irradiation, as has been earlier reported in the 
literature [25]. 
To fiirther confirm the superparamagnetic behavior, we have taken the M-H curve 
at room temperature for the as-deposited and irradiated at 1x10^' and 1x10^^ ions/cm^thin 
film (see Fig. 5.14). It can be clearly seen from the Figure 5.14 that there is no magnetic 
hysteresis loop at room temperature and the curve passes through the origin (H = 0) and 
the curves get saturated in a field of 2 KOe. 
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Fig. 5.12: M-T curves in zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) modes taken in the 
presence of magnetic field of 100 Oe for as-deposited and 200 MeVAg^^^ ion irradiated 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin films withfluences 1 xlO^\ 5 xlO'^ and Ix-lO'^ ions/cm\ 
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Fig. 5.13: Variation oi blocking temperature (TB) and particle size of Mgo.9sMno.o5Fe204 
thin versus fluence values (1 >^10", 5^-10" and 1 xJO'^ ions/cm^). 
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Fig. 5.14: M-H hysteresis curve recorded at SOOKfor as-deposited and 200 Me VAg ^ ion 
irradiated Mgo.95Mno,o5Fe204 thin films with fluences JxlO^^ 5^10 and 1x10 
ions/cm . 
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5.2.2.4 Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) 
In order to study magnetic properties, we have also performed the magnetic force 
microscopy (MFM) measurements at various lift heights in order to study the effects of 
200 MeV Ag'^^ ions on magnetic domains. Figure 5.15 shows the results of magnetic 
force microscopy (MFM) measured at a lift height at 20 nm for the as-deposited and 
irradiated Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 thin films. From the analysis, it is observed that phase-shift 
increases from 0.14° (for as-deposited thin film) to 0.42° (for irradiated film with fluence 
1 1 9 
value of 1 xlO ions/cm ), which indicates that the magnetic signal mcreases with 
1 1 . 9 . 
irradiation and with further increase in the fluence value to 5 xlO ions/cm , its value is 
found to decrease systematically and attains a value of 0.11° at highest fluence. 
ml2 
1.6 
7.7 
^M], 
'0 .0 
Fig. 5.15: Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) micrograph of Mgo.95Mno,o5Fe204 thin films 
for pristine and irradiated at different fluences (a) Pristine (b) JxJO" ions/cm\ (c) 
• , 1 1 . 5-XlO ions/cm and (d) 1 xJO ions/cm 
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5.3 Conclusions 
The results of the comparative study of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 ferrite thin films 
deposited using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) at different substrate and irradiated with 
200 MeV Ag'^ "^  ions at different fluences leads to following conclusions: 
(i) From the x-ray diffraction analysis, it has been found that the film deposited on Pt-Si 
exhibits single phase cubic spinel structure before and after the irradiation with lattice 
constant a = 8.23A. In addition, after irradiation intensity of peaks increases and is 
maximum at a fluence value 1x10 ions/cm and after this fluence decreases due to SHI 
irradiation induced defects. However, in Mg-Mn ferrite thin films grown on ITO shows 
that after SHI irradiation grain size decreases which may be due to stress-induced grain 
fragmentation. 
(ii) From the analysis of the AFM micrograph of the film deposited on Pt-Si, it is found 
that as the film is irradiated at fluence ($) 1x10^^ ions/cm^, surface morphology is 
dominated by structure (these structures are like pillars). From the size distribution of the 
magnetic pillars calculated from the AFM micrograph, it is found that at fluence IxlQ 
ions/cm'^ , these pillars have two types of size distribution ~63 nm and 129 nm. As the 
fluence increases to 5x10 ions/cm , the size of the pillars increases (-137 nm) in both 
lateral and vertical directions and at IxlO '^^  ions/cm^, size of the pillars decreases (-107 
nm) laterally whereas height (vertically) increases and the density of the pillars also 
decreases. The value of the rms surface roughness is also been found to increase from 1.27 
to 8.95 nm with the fluence values. 2D PSD spectra indicates that film irradiated with 200 
MeV Ag^ "^^  exhibits peaks which indicate that the surface of the films is dominant by the 
structures. From the PSD spectra it can be seen that intensity of plateau height (vt^ ) 
increases as the fluence value increases, which shows that the height of pillars and 
roughness of the film increases. The observed value of the roughness exponent (a) and 
growth exponents (fi) indicate that the capillary forces and the surface diffusion are 
dominant mechanisms to produce the structure after the irradiation. 
From the analysis of the AFM micrograph of the film deposited on ITO, it is observed 
that the rms surface roughness decreases with an increase in ion fluence value. The 
decrease in the rms roughness value indicates that a film deposited on ITO has become 
smooth after the irradiation. 
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(iii) From dc magnetization hysteresis loop study, it is observed that the film deposited on 
Pt-Si exhibits a ferrimagnetic ordering at room temperature and the saturation 
magnetization increases with fluence value up to 5x10^' ions/cm^ due to grain growth and 
increase in crystallinity of the film (i.e., the system gets more ordered). However, with 
further increase in fluence value, the magnetization decreases, but this value is still larger 
than that of as-deposited film. This decrease in the saturation magnetization after an 
optimum fluence 5x 10^ ^ ions/cm^ may be due to the following reasons: (i) decrease in the 
grain size (ii) redistribution of cations among the sub-lattices. 
The film deposited on ITO exhibits a superparamagnetic behavior before and after 
the irradiation at room temperature due to its nano-crystalline behavior. However, it has 
been observed that after irradiation, the magnetization decreases with irradiation fluence, 
may be due to the redistribution of cations and decrease in the grain size caused by SHI 
irradiation. From the magnetization (M) versus temperature (T) curves, it is observed that 
after irradiation blocking temperature decreases systematically with increase in fluence 
value, and reaches a value 200 K at the highest fluence (1x10''^ ions/cm^). This may be 
due to the reduction in grain size after irradiation as observed in the x-ray studies. 
(iv)From the MFM images of the film deposited on Pt-Si, it is inferred that film irradiated 
at fluence 5x10^' ions/cm^ shows maximum magnetic contrast, which is in good 
agreement with magnetization data. Moreover, the domain seems to be oriented along 
some particular direction. On the contrary, with further increase in fluence, the magnetic 
contrast decreases. 
From the analysis of MFM data of the film, deposited on ITO, it is observed that 
phase-shift increases from 0.14° (for as-deposited thin film) to 0.42° (for irradiated film 
with fluence value of 1 xio'^ ions/cm^), which indicates that the magnetic signal increases 
with irradiation and with ftarther increase in the fluence value to 5 x 10^ ^ ions/cm^, its value 
found to decrease systematically and attains a value of 0.11° at highest fluence. 
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Chapter 6 
Summary and Future Scope 
This, chapter •presen't the su.m,m,fl!ry of the worte carried lv\, thts thests 
a\A,d -future scope of the preseiA t^ worfe. 
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6.1 Scope of the Present Work 
Substitution of the tetravalent transition metal cation with 3cf configuration (Ti'*"^ ) in 
spinel ferrites provides interesting structural, electrical, electronic structure and magnetic 
properties. Work presented in this thesis relates studies on structural, electrical, electronic 
structure and magnetic properties of Ti doped Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 (0 < x < 0.5) spinel 
ferrite. We have synthesized the bulk and their thin films of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 using 
Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) method onto Pt-Si and ITO substrates. In addition to this, 
swift heavy ion irradiation (SHI) has been also used for material modifications. Since it is 
well known that SHI irradiation generate different types of controlled defect states namely 
point defects (Sg < Seth, Seth is the electronic threshold value of the material), extended 
point defects (Sg ~ Seth) and amorphized latent tracks (Se > Seth), which modify the 
structural and magnetic properties. Beside these properties, SHI irradiation is also used for 
engineering the patterns of thin film surface. 
Considering all above mentioned methodology the present thesis aims: 
1. Substitution of tetravalent transition metal cation (3cf configuration i.e. Ti"*"^ ) in 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 spinel ferrite, in order to introduce ferroelectricity and also to 
understand modification in structural, electrical, electronic structure and magnetic (i.e. 
various magnetic exchange interactions) properties. 
2. From the application point of vievv, the synthesization of the polycrystalline thin films 
and their growth optimization using Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) techniques and their 
characterization. 
3. Further to investigate the effect of controlled defects created by swift heavy ion (SHI) 
irradiation on the structural and magnetic properties as well as engineering the micro/nano 
patterns by the swift heavy ion irradiation. 
6.2 Effect of Ti''^  Substitution in Mgo.95Mno.osFe204 
Bulk samples of basic composition Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe2-2xTi2x04±5 (0 < x < 0.5) were 
synthesized using conventional solid-state reaction method. The doping effect of Ti'*"^  ions 
on structural, electrical, electronic structure and magnetic properties has been studied 
using different techniques such as X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM), Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure Spectroscopy 
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(NEXAFS), Dielectric Spectroscopy, Mossbauer Spectroscopy and dc Magnetization 
measurements. 
A resume of main findings drawn from the present work can be summarized in 
following points 
(i) The XRD results indicate that the substitution of Ti ions creates non centro-symmetry 
as result system transform from cubic to tetragonal phase. This is also confirmed from the 
increase in unit cell volume with the Ti ions substitution. The Fe^ "^  to Fe^* conversion is 
taking place to maintain the charge neutrality in the system due to the Ti"^ "^  substitution. 
(ii) The capacitance study as a function of temperature clearly indicates the signature of 
the ferroelectricity in the present systems. The dispersion behavior observed in dielectric 
constant as a fiinction of frequency has been explained according to interfacial 
polarization as proposed by the Maxwell-Wagner and Koop's in their phenomenological 
theories. 
(iii) Mossbauer spectroscopy study indicates that quadrupole interaction increases whereas 
the hyperfine field decreases with an increase in the concentration of non-magnetic ion 
(Ti *). The emergence of the electric field gradient infers the distortion in the cubic 
symmetry caused by the Ti ions. 
(iv) The dc magnetization hysteresis loop study reveals that up to 50% substitution, all 
systems exhibit ferrimagnefic behaviour at or above room temperature and saturation 
magnetization decreases with increasing the concentration of Ti'*"^  ions due to the dilution 
of the B-sublattice by Ti ions. The zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) 
magnetization study also infer that up to 50% doping of Ti ions, systems exhibit a 
ferrimagnefic ordering at room temperature and with fiirther increase in Ti ions (at 60%) 
substitution, ferrimagnefic transition temperature decreases to 280 K. This decrease in the 
transition temperature may be . attributed to the fact that the replacement of 
antiferromagnetically coupled neighbor with non-magnetic Ti"^ "* ions will lead the dilution 
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of the sub-lattice (the spin reduction) as a result the exchange interactions between the 
magnetic ions get weakened and as consequence the transition temperature decreases. 
(v) The NEXAFS study clearly indicates that the doping of Ti"*"^  ions modifies the 
electronic structure of these systems. The O K-edge spectra of pure (x = 0.0) sample 
indicates that low energy features resemble with FeaOs but after the doping of Ti, it is 
clearly seen that the doublet feature of Fe203 has changed to feature like FeO. This means 
that Fe^ "^  changes to Fe^* which is consistent with transport studies. The Fe K-and L3^2 
edge spectra also confirmed that with the substitution of Ti"*"^  ions, Fe^ "^  converted to Fe^ "^ . 
The Ti L3 2-edge NEXAFS spectra of the entire compositions split into L3 and L2 regions 
due to spin orbit interactions, reflecting transitions of Ti Ip core electrons into Ti 36? states 
in the conduction bands. The separation between various observed peaks well matches 
with Ti'^ ^ 2p-edge spectra in Oh symmetry calculated by de Groot et al. The estimated 
value of 10 Dq for this entire series is approximately 2.1 eV, which implies that the 
valency of Ti in all composition remains +4 state. 
We conclude that the Ti"*"^  substitution proposes these materials bearing 
multiferroic properties [see Ref 52, 53 in Chapter 3]. 
6.3 Thin Films of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 Deposited on Pt-Si and ITO Substrates 
Thin films were characterized using X-ray diffraction, Atomic Force Microscopy 
(AFM), Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) and dc magnetization. The results of the 
comparative study of bulk and thin films deposited at different substrates of 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 ferrite thin films by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) leads to following 
conclusions: 
(i) From analysis of the XRD pattern of bulk Mg-Mn ferrite, it is observed that all the 
diffraction peaks represent a polycrystalline single phase cubic spinel. All peaks as 
observed in the bulk sample are not found in the thin films and the intensities of the peaks 
are also quite different from the bulk; for example, (311) is the lowest intensity peak in the 
thin films, whereas, it is of highest intensity peak in the bulk sample. However, the 
appearance of peak (222) as a dominant peak in the film deposited on Pt-Si signifies a 
slow texturing in the thin film form. Moreover, the film deposited on ITO has smaller 
grain size than the film on Pt-Si. 
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(ii) DC magnetization hysteresis loop measurement study shows that the bulk sample of 
Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 and its thin film deposited on platinum coated silicon (Pt-Si) substrate 
shows a well defined hysteresis loop at room which reflects its ferrimagnetic behavior at 
room temperature. However, the film deposited on the indium tin oxide coated glass (ITO) 
substrate does not show any hysteresis (passes through the centre) loop at room 
temperature, which infers its superparamagnetic behavior at room temperature. 
(iii) From the analysis of AFM micrograph, we have found that film deposited at ITO 
(R.M.S. roughness -0.40 nm) is smoother than that of the film deposited at Pt-Si (R.M.S. 
roughness -1.27 nm). 2D PSD spectrum is almost flat for the films which clearly indicate 
that both films are featureless. A systematic decrease in the corresponding root mean 
square (R. M. S.) phase shift in the vibration frequency of the cantilever as a fiinction of 
tip lift height indicates that these thin films have good magnetic structure which is fiarther 
supported by the magnetization data. 
6.4 Effect of 200 MeV Ag^ "^^  Ions Irradiation on the Thin Films of Mgo.95Mno.o5Fe204 
Deposited at Different Substrates 
Results on irradiation by 200 MeV Ag'^^ ions beam can be summarized as: 
(i) From the XRD study, we have observed that the both set of the films exhibits a cubic 
spinel structure before and after the SH irradiation. In addition to this it is observed that 
the intensity of peaks, of the film deposited on Pt-Si, increases and is maximum at a 
fluence value IxlO" ions/cm^ and after that decreases with fiirther increase in fluence due 
to SHI irradiation induced defects. However, Mg-Mn ferrite grown on ITO shows that 
after the SHI irradiation grain size decreases which may be due to stress-induced grain 
fragmentation. 
(ii) The AFM micrograph of the films deposited on Pt-Si indicates that as the film is 
irradiated at fluence (O) 1x10 '^ ions/cm^, surface morphology is dominated by magnetic 
pillars and with fiirther increase in fluence value, size of the structures increases. At 
fluence value of 5x10^' ions/cm ,^ size of the structures increases in both lateral and 
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vertical directions, whereas at 1x10^^ ions/cm ,^ size of the pillars decreases laterally, 
height (vertically) increases and density of pillars decreases. The value of the rms surface 
roughness has also been found to increase from 1.27 to 8.95 nm with the fluence values. 
2D PSD spectra indicate that film irradiated with 200 MeV Ag'^ "^  ions exhibit peaks which 
indicating that the surface of the film is dominant by the structures. From the PSD spectra, 
it is observed that intensity of plateau height (w) increases as the fluence value increases 
which infer that the height of pillars and roughness of the film increases. The observed 
value of the roughness exponent (a) and growth exponents (fi) indicate that the capillary 
forces and the surface diffusion are dominating processes during the ion irradiation. 
From the analysis of the AFM micrograph of the film deposited on ITO, it is observed 
that the rms surface roughness decreases with increase in the ion fluence value. The 
decrease in the rms roughness value clearly indicates that films deposited on ITO become 
smooth after the irradiation. 
(iii) DC magnetization hysteresis loop measurement shows that the film deposited on Pt-
Si exhibits a hysteresis loop before and after the irradiation at room temperature. It is 
observed that the saturation magnetization increases with fluence value up to 5x10*' 
ions/cm^ due to grain growth and increase in crystallinity i.e. the system gets more 
ordered. However, with fiirther increase in fluence value, the magnetization start 
decreasing, but this value is larger than that of as-deposited film. The decrease in the 
saturation magnetization after an optimum fluence 5x lO" ions/cm^ may be due to the 
following effects: (i) decrease in the grain size and (ii) redistribution of cations among the 
sub-lattices. 
The film deposited on ITO exhibits superparamagnetic behavior before and after 
the irradiation at room temperature due to its nano-crystallinity. However, it is observed 
that the magnetization decreases with irradiation fluence, this may be due to the 
redistribution of cations and reduction in the grain size caused by SHI irradiation. From 
the magnetization (M) versus temperature (T) curves, it is observed that after irradiation 
blocking temperature decreases systematically with an increase in fluence value, and 
reaches a value of 200 K at the highest fluence (1 x 10^ ^ ions/cm^). This may be due to the 
reduction in grain size after irradiation as observed in the x-ray studies. 
(iv) From the MFM micrographs of the film deposited on Pt-Si, it is observed that film 
irradiated at fluence value 5x10-' ions/cm^ shows a maximum magnetic contrast, which is 
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in good agreement with magnetization data. Moreover, the domain seems to be oriented 
along some particular direction. On the contrary, with ftirther increase in irradiation 
fluence, the magnetic contrast decreases. 
From the MFM images of the film deposited on ITO, it is observed that phase-shift 
increases from 0.14° (for as-deposited thin film) to 0.42° (for irradiated film with fluence 
value of 1 xlO^^  ions/cm^), which indicates that the magnetic signal increases with 
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irradiation and with fiirther increase in the fluence value to 5 xlO ions/cm , its value 
found to decrease systematically and attains a value of 0.11° at highest fluence. 
6.5 Future Scope 
We want to mention that the measurements such as high temperature dc 
magnetization and Mossbauer spectroscopy will provide us information about magnetic 
ordering in these materials near and above the Neel temperature. Electric field versus 
polarization (E-P) will provide more insight about the ferroelectricity in these materials. 
The epitaxial growth of thin films of these materials in different condition and different 
substrates and their characterization by Conversion Electron Mossbauer Spectroscopy 
(CEMS) and dc magnetization data at low temperature in ZFC and FC modes would be of 
great help for the deep understanding of thin film systems. The deposition of the epitaxial 
thin films of Ti doped system and its characterization by dielectric and E-P measurement 
will be a good study in the context of multiferroicity of these systems. In addition, 200 
MeV Ag'^ "^  irradiated thin films show an increase in the saturation magnetization after 
irradiation up to certain fluence. More interesting is the structuring of the surface after the 
irradiation. Therefore, there is a good scope to exactly optimize the energy and the fluence 
value of the ion and to see their effect in the saturation magnetization and in pattern 
formation in the thin films grown on different substrates and in different deposition 
conditions. 
^ 5p 5fl ijC ^ r ^ ^ ifC Jp 5j* 
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